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Today: Sunny
High 62, Low 41
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Unity Coalition
Reports On
Recent Work

NRA President, Actor Encourages
Audience to Challenge Authority

Code Committee
Considers Bias Policy

By Tim SuLLivan
Hoya STAFF WRITER

By Tim HAGGERTY

Academy Award-winning actor and National Rifle Association President Charlton
Heston said Wednesday that Georgetown
students are engaged in a “great war” against
political correctness for their “hearts and

Hora STAFF WRITER

The Georgetown Unity Coalition, now two
nonths into its work,
ty,

is moving

fans for university reform

forward with

in response to a

minds, for the freedom to think the way [they]

reent series of bias-related incidents.
The Coalition, which includes leaders of the
Black Student Association, MEChA, GU Pride,
fhe Jewish Student Association and the

and
on,

Georgetown University chapter of the NAACP,
fas been working with university administraors to consider revising programming, curricuim, code and safety issues as they relate to
hias-related incidents on campus.
The committee charged with considering revijons to the Student Code of Conduct is curently focusing its efforts on extending the code
pinclude definitions and policy regarding bias-

tated incidents. The committee is looking to
clude “plain-English” guidelines to distinguish
fetween free speech and threatening behavior,
weording to GU Pride President Simon Stevens
(SFS°00).
The committee is looking to institute an “umirella clause,” whereby for all specific offenses,
iias will be considered an aggravating factor, a
{cohol is now,

ngs
call

Stevens said.

The committee is
te Ethos Statement
b the community
roted of students,”
See

also working to emphasize
in order to “draw attention
standards of behavior exStevens said. He also said
UNITY COALITION, ». 6

Town Hall
Meeting Brings
GU Together

choose, to follow that moral compass that
points to what’s right.” According to Heston,
political correctness is “nothing more than
social fashion, fickle and fleeting.”
Heston said that the proliferation of political correctness has created a generation of
people unwilling to question authority or

Wednesday's rally drew a crowd in support of increased gun control measures.

Students,

.
birds as the

"om
til

nis

this

year,

because

rights

movement

200 people on Wednesday. The group gathered in response to National Rifle Association President Charlton Heston’s visit to
Georgetown, as well as to advocate gun
control in a rally sponsored by the Campus
Alliance to End Gun Violence.
The rally called for “gun control solutions
that address the public health impact of gun
violence and [to] treat gun violence as a

and the NRA, he was
heavily
criticized.
“That’s when the bomb-

“Our goal was to provide a forum for both
sides of the [gun control] issue at the same
place and the same time,” said Jason McGrath

shells of the cultural war
blew up around me. To
some, I went straight

correctness

President

Charlton

Heston

at his

from Moses to the devil,”

he said.
The actor, who has played such notable
parts as El Cid and Ben Hur, said that American culture has become obsessed with political and cultural correctness in the 35 years

Heston, or a protest. This is pretty slanted. By
[having a rally], students take all in at once
See GUN CONTROL, ¢. 5

just

pride

J :

whatever color of pride
you prefer. For those
words, 1 was called a

manners.
— Charlton Heston

(SES °02), the event coordinator and founder
ance. “Usually, you have a forum for Charlton

is

:
tyranny with
i

of the Georgetown chapter of Campus Alli-

or red

pride

or

I

racist,” he said. Heston
said he’ has also been
labeled a homophobe,

21

an anti-Semite and com-

pared
to
Timothy
McVeigh when he “challenged an audience
to resist cultural

persecution.”

“To me, political correctness is just tyrSee HESTON, ». 5

THE Hoya sat down with acclaimed
actor and NRA head Charlton Heston

early in my career, I replaced Ronald
Reagan as the president of the Screen

on

Actors Guild, which was fairly predict-

Wednesday.
Tue Hoya: Mr. Heston you’ve acted

in some of the most memorable films in
Hollywood history, Ben Hur, The Ten

Commandments,
Heston:

’01), the

of student

See TOWN

NRA

Heston on Political Life, Gun Violence

teeting drew administrators and faculty as
iell as students.
The tone was set by GUSA president Ron
limese (MSB ’00), who opened the meeting.
Mimese said that despite several dishearten1g incidents

RUTHIE BRAUNSTEIN/7
HE: HoYA

said.

civil

umpus-wide celebrations. Emceed by GUSA
(COL

Heston

guns sold inthe U.S., as well as improved laws
regarding the ability of consumers to buy, sell
and own guns.

ng the Report on Student Life and upcoming
Davis

cowards,”

last rays of sunlight hit White Gravenor,
students, legislators and others fighting to
control firearms addressed a crowd of about

About 50 campus leaders met Thursday
ight in Sellinger Lounge at a community meetng to discuss current campus issues includhesident-elect: Tawan

as you

safety and product liability standards for all

Politicians

BY ANNE RITTMAN

call

cultural

Gather to Rally for Gun Control
Speaking over the chirping of

long

public health issue,” according to a press
release. Other issues of concern included the
establishment and maintenance of consumer

Community,

By ANNE RITTMAN
Hova STAFF WRITER

“As

shrug your shoulders and abide it, then by
the standards of your grandfathers, you are

He encouraged students to become inspeech in Gaston on Wednesday.
spired by causes that they believe in and to
do whatever is necessary to see them through.
since he was involved in the civil rights
“Stand up, speak out, follow your heart, even
movement. In recent speeches, Heston said,
if it goes against the conventional grain,” he
he has come under fire for comments that he
said. “But let me warn
does not perceive to be
you — it ain’t easy.”
offensive. “I recently
Heston said that
told an audience that I
when he chose to be13
24s
felt that white pride is
come active in both the
To me, political
just as valid as black

014 STAFF WRITER

SH.

create civil disobedience.

ti

Katie Boyp/7HE Hoy

El Cid.

Thank you.

Tre Hova: How did you make the
RUTHIE BRAUNSTEIN/Z petlon

Charlton Heston poses during a Wednesday interview.

transition to politics,
through the NRA?

specifically

that blacks cannot join the technical
unions in Hollywood?” And I told Dr.
King, “not only couldn’t you join, I
couldn’t join. No "one who is not a
relative of a member can join.” And he

able. You know you’re supposed to
take jobs like that... and I did. And I then
ended up being president of the Screen
Actor’s Guild for longer than Reagan
had. Then not long while I was still
president, I started being active in the
civil rights movement, which was not
popular in Hollywood then. That was
very controversial; hard to believe it

said, “I would like to talk to them.” And

I said “I’m sure I can get you a meeting,
but you won’t get anywhere.” I was
dead wrong. He swept them away. And
so it was then that blacks were able to
join the technical unions. And let’s
see, after that I was the chairman of an

international symposium of performing unions, including, which was not a
performing union at all, the Soviets, of

now but at the time, that was a big no-

no. And I did that. Then Dr. [Martin

Heston: It’s a curious thing. Fairly

Luther] King came to see me and we had
coffee and toast, and he said, “Is it true

See INTERVIEW,

». 6
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Rally Celebrates GU’s Departure
From Fair Labor Association
J TRACY ZUPANCIS
014 STAFF WRITER

Members of the Georgetown Solidarity
tmmittee, speakers from different fair
tor groups, students and faculty gathtd for a rally at noon on Tuesday, March

Inside THE Hoya
ER

& UD

THE GUIDE gives you com- prehensivelistings ofthe best
ways to celebrate National
Poetry Month around the
district.
Seep. 1G

8 to celebrate Georgetown’s exit from

I Fair Labor Association. The crowd
imbered approximately 35 people.
Laura McSpedon

(COL

’00),

former

fisident of GSC, began the rally by anuncing that Georgetown’s move from

The Georgetown Hoyas’
women’s lacrosse team
trounced the Towson Tigers
15 - 4 on Wednesday.
See p. 12

I FLA to the Worker's Rights ConsorIm marks an’ important point in GSC’s
paign.

She

also informed

the crowd

t the struggle is continuing across the
tion’s universities. Purdue, for example,

gan a hunger strike Monday to end
ily when their school leaves the FLA.
he then led the group in a chant of “no
ice, no peace!”
GSC’s current President Vanessa

INDEX

laldref (COL °02) thanked those gath-

sa
ces,
anand
Bad
its
ACES

Aling

fd for coming and said she was “proud
ibe with a group of caring passionate
ldents ... It’s all a part of student’s
ding an active role in the university.”
Dean of Students James A. Donahue
fen addressed the crowd, saying that it
1s good to be at a rally where he and
lidents were on the same side. “What
presses me is the university’s ability to
Ime together,”

said

Donahue,

adding

it success “is a testimony to what we all
a do.”
“This is an extraordinary university and

re not afraid to do extraordinary
lings,” said president of the Georgetown
"apter of the NAACP Aaron Polkey (SFS
I). Polkey explained that though he was
ought into the process near its close, he

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE Hoya

Treston Fulkner, of Jobs With Justice, spoke to the crowd at Tuesday's rally.
was glad that the student voice was heard
and emphasized the importance of students staying true to their ideals.
Head of the Asian Student Association
Hannah Sin (SFS °02) said that as an
Asian-American,

university take
bor practices in
a strike for “the
good working

she was glad to see the

a stand against unfair laother countries and make
workers’ inherent right to
conditions.”

Treston Fulkner, a representative from

Jobs With Justice addressed the crowd as
part of the group’s Student Labor Action
Project. Fulkner updated the group about
what else is going on across the United
States concerning fights for fair labor.

“This is the first official victory associated with the student day of action,” he

said. He notified students of a rally slated
to occur on April 5 at George Washington
University for workers’ rights. “Thank
you,” Fulkner added, “for fighting the
systemic problem of corporatization of
education.”
Also gathered were representatives
from Pride at Work, an organization for

lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
workers. One member of the organization,
Kipuki Kualii, thanked the Georgetown
community for the progress made thus
far, saying, “we see students and youth
See SOLIDARITY ». 6
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UpStart101 educated

BRYAN STEW THE HoYA

students

about

hi-tech

industries.

‘UpStart101’ Trains
Studen ts for Jobs
ployment opportunities and
what exactly these companies

By ANDREAS ANDREA
Hoya Starr WRITER

Students met representatives
from start-up Internet companies Tuesday night in order to
get a sneak peek into the fastgrowing technology-based industries
that
have
led
American’s

current

ting economic
event,

record-set-

expansion.

UpStartl01,

was

The
orga-

do. At least one company’s representatives were accepting

resumes on the spot, highlighting the high demand for labor in
this area.
The keynote speaker was Matthew Cassin (COL ’98), who
founded InfoRocket.com in 1999,
a company which now employs

roughly 50 people and is based in
Times Square. About one week
ago, Cassin closed a financing

nized by MagicBeanStalk, acompany that offers services to startup companies in order to make
their growth easier and faster.
Roughly 10 start-up companies provided representatives
for the first session of the

$25 million with which to expand.
InfoRocket.com is a Web site
where you can answer other
people’s questions for money or

evening

post

students

to

answer

had

questions

regarding

em-

deal that will give his company

your

own.

See UPSTART, ». 5
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Move to WRC Puts GU

%

In Best of Both Worlds
No sit-ins. No rallies. There wasn’t even a vigil
on Healy Lawn. After the excitement of the
Georgetown Solidarity Committee’s sit-in last year,
the campus seemed to forget about the whole
sweatshop issue. Many people thought that once
GSC and the administration came to an agreement
last year, they had solved the problem of
Georgetown and sweatshop labor once and for all.
Monday’s decision to leave the Fair Labor Association is an action in support of the GSC. They
deserve to have the university on their side.
Thankfully, GSC continued working on the issue
after last year’s events. The initial agreement was an
importantaccomplishment, nota final solution.
Now, Georgetown University has left the FLA.
This organization was formed in the wake of protests
lastyearagainst sweatshop labor at colleges throughout the country, not just Georgetown. Ideally, this
association would lead the charge to inspect potential
sweatshops that produce college apparel. The FLA
has seemingly idealistic goals, butitis led by the very
corporations that the GSC and other worker rights’
groups claim use sweatshop labor (e.g. Nike, GAP
and others). For this reason, the GSC

has been

lobbying the university to leave the FLA, in favor of
the Worker Rights’ Consortium, another monitoring
organization which does not have corporate representation. The move from the FLA to the WRC is
another important decision by this university, along
with lastyear’s compromise and full disclosure, after
the sit-in. GU now belongs to a labor-monitoring
group that is free from corporate influence.

The WRC, as of now, is a small non-profit
organization that only has the supportof21 schools.
Nevertheless, it includes major universities such
as Indiana University, University of Michigan and
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Furthermore,

the addition of Georgetown, in itself, adds legitimacy to the group. Georgetown, with its extremely
lucrative college apparel licensing industry (one of
the largest in the world) has the ability to exert a
strong influence over the forces involved in the
issue of sweatshops and college licensing in general. With Georgetown, the WRC has the ability to
be amuch more important player in promoting fair
labor relations worldwide.
Not only doesthe WRC benefit from Georgetown’s
membership, but GU gains influence inthe debate by
becoming an initial founding father of this group.
Georgetown, with its importance in the industry and

On a similar note, a mass e-mail was sent to the

student body this week outlining plans for the first
annual Georgetown Day to be held on May 3 —
the last day of classes. The day’s festivities will
include live music and entertainment, as well as

food and beverages. As with all university-sponsored events, the consumption of alcohol will not
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Joe

jan A
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Page

be allowed. Organizers are eliciting student volun-

teers for talent and other contributions.

oof. cri

Meredith McCloskey...
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a

id

a nd News

Editor

....Sports Editor
....Sports Editor
i Guide Editor

and reactionary actions on behalf ofthe university,

both moves offer constructive, proactive solutions
toalack of worthwhile community events. Instead
of the usual trek back up the street from
Champion’s on Thursday nights, students can
socialize ina non-academic atmosphere at Yates.
Even if some don’t want to compete in the events,
it is still a good opportunity to spend time with
friends and relieve stress. Also, if Georgetown
Day proves successful, it could represent the
beginning of a tradition at Georgetown that encourages the strengthening of community at
Georgetown, minus the drinking. We encourage
the student body to support and attend these
events to ensure their survival on the Hilltop.
Though helping improve student life does notcome
under the jurisdiction of the field house, Yates and its

director have gone out of their way to be part of the
solution to this dilemmma. Likewise, Georgetown

Day is the first positive step by the university in
presenting alternatives to the student body, rather
than offering to take things away.
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Rights

together, can our strength as students flourish and oy
concerns truly be heard.
This past fall, I was deeply moved when I heard Jiovan;

i

Fuentes, a union organizer from El Salvador, speak heregt

Georgetown of the dangerous struggles workers are forcedfy
endure. I will never forget his words thanking the student, 1
movement for supporting the workers’ cause: “I want to gie
you spirit for your struggle because undoubtedly it wil.
strengthen ours.” Jiovanni’s inspiring words eloquently |
express the deep connection present in all pursuits for justice, &

Thank you all for giving your spirit. The Georgetown |
Solidarity Committee will be there to join you, in the many, |
struggles for justice that continue on this campus and in our
community, nation and world.
he
VaNEssA WALDREF

(COL

’02), President

Georgetown Solidarity Committee
March 30, 2000

Opposing Heston Speech Defies Constitution |
To THE EDITOR:

I am upset that such a great number of people here at
Georgetown insist upon trashing the United States Constitution. Bearing arms has been the foundation of our free nation,
and an effective tool in fighting crime. States with lax gun laws
strate crime rates well below the national average.
An organization such as the National Rifle Association is

honorable in its intentions. It has long been a proponent for. |
gun education and gun safety. So much criticism of a fine.
American like Charlton Heston’s appearance on Georgetown
campus is a disgrace.

He is a model citizen and a good man;

You should all be ashamed of yourselves.
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Women’s Studies Leaders Show GU Concern |
To THE EDITOR:
The National Association for Women in Catholic Higher
Education (NAWCHE) is an organization made up of faculty, staff, administrators and students at Catholic colleges
and universities around the country. The NAWCHE national office is located at Boston College and was founded
in 1990 to support the integral connection between women’s
studies programs and the Catholic educational mission. In
light of the recent discussions of women’s studies that
have occurred in THE Hoya (“Intellectual or Political Pursuit,” Feb.11,

p. 3 and “Dean

Defends

Women’s

Studies

Program,” Feb. 15. p. 3) and the misinformation about our
organization (including the misnaming of it) that appeared
in the Feb. 11 viewpoint, we would like to provide some
clarification. Now is an especially opportune moment for
dialogue, in light of the apology issued two weeks ago by
Pope John Paul II, which included an apology to women.
Women’s studies programs are a vital feature of Catholic
education around the country and are acknowledged as
such by the administrations of those schools. Important
strides have been made at Catholic institutions including:
1) the affirmation of the essential equality of women; 2) the
increase of recruitment and promotion of women at Catholic

against

women.

The

development,

strengthening of women’s

maintenance:
and |

studies programs

have been dn

integral part of these improvements. But these goals are not
yet completed.
i val
Women’s studies programs provide an invaluable serviceto
Catholic institutions; they provide a forum for dialogue. They
encourage colleges and universities to confront their own
assumptions about gender, and they teach students how: todo |
the same. They suspend judgments based on “prejudice and
stereotype,” instead examining through interdisciplinary are
nas the issues of difference and similarity. Finally, women's
studies programs practice the free exchange of ideas asian i
essential component of their pedagogy and thus teach insti
tutions how to listen to women.
il
The GU Women’s Studies Program is an: institutional
member of NAWCHE and allied with programs ‘at other
Catholic colleges and universities. This June, it will again
be sending a panel of faculty and administrators to
NAWCHE?’s

biannual convention.

We

at NAWCHE

hope

to hear from our colleagues at Georgetown that their pro:
gram is receiving the support and the respect that similar
programs

already

enjoy

elsewhere

around

the country:
srl bin

institutions; 3) the promotion of a greater involvement of
women at decision-making levels; 4) the elimination of

SHARLENE HESSE-BIBER, Executive Director
DENISE LECKENBY, Administrative Coordinator

gender discrimination within the institutional setting; 5) the
growing attention to the ongoing problem of violence

National Association for Women in Catholic Higher Education

it

March 28, 2000

i

Georgetown Experience a Permanent Pleasure
I was heartbroken to read that many

Joe Harten, Jeff Hill, Tom Johnson, Tim Llewellyn,
Laurie Mingolelli, Matthew North, Colin Relihan, Jean Weinberg

Reilein,

I wish to express an outpouring of gratitude to the student
leaders and hundreds of students whose amazing support

To THE EDITOR:

Joe Harten...............
...Web Editor
Lauren Mehler-Clark................ Assistant Features Editor
COUN REINBN......i li
dives eiensieinie Web Editor
Ruthie Braunstein................. Assistant Photography Editor
Gillian Burgess.................... redone Assistant Photography

Matthew

To THE EDITOR:

and harsh penalties for violent crimes, such as Texas, demon-

These two initiatives address major issues on
campus; they provide alternatives to drinking and
going off campus to find something to do.
In contrast to the wealth of negative feedback

Editor

Editor

GSC Thanks Student Body for Support -

can truly exert influence nationwide and use its
leadership role to its adantage. The GSC also gains
much from this newfound influence. The solidarity
committee can expand its focus, spreading awareness of labor issues and the WRC throughout the
country. The move away from the FLA puts
Georgetown intoa unique position, one thatitcan use
at the negotiation table.
When University President Leo J. O’Donovan,
S.J., announced that Georgetown would leave the
FLA, students held rallies in Red Square. Unlike
the usual Red Square student gatherings, people
were not protesting anything.

Matthew North...
Palko... 0 Sa Features Editor
Elizabeth Whitehorn
Karen Travers............... Ri
Associate Editor
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David J. Wong, Editor in Chief
Joe Musumeci, Managing Editor

Kevindoyce...................... Senior Guide Editor

Letters

Consortium a reality.
The Georgetown Solidarity Committee has focused on an
anti-sweatshop campaign for the past two years.
Georgetown’s dedication to full public disclosure of our
factories’ locations and our exciting new commitment to
worker empowerment-focused monitoring would never have
been possible without the widespread backing and encouragement of the student community.
The Georgetown community has faced many difficult
times this year, but through these hardships, I have witnessed a new spark of life among the student population.
My heart is elated when I have the opportunity to observe
and work beside passionate, active, Georgetown students.
We recognize that only when we unite and raise our voices

TaesHova
Timitaggerty.............. Senior News Editor
SarahWaish.................... Senior Sports Editor

JosH WALSH/ THE Hoya

its status as one of the early members of the WRC,

Problem Addressed, Not Solved
In light of several recent events at Georgetown,
many have criticized the campus culture of
Georgetown and its students without offering any
viable solutions or alternatives. In a surprising and
encouraging display, the university this week announced plans that will open doors for students
instead of the usual slamming. By extending the
hours and services of Yates Field House and
planning the first annual Georgetown Day, the
university is moving in the right direction to alleviate these newfound problems.
Presently open until midnight, officials at Yates
— in conjunction with GUSA
— announced plans
Monday to extend field house hours to 2 a.m. for
several Thursday nights. Inaddition to these longer
hours, each night will include specific competitive
athletic events, such as volleyball and basketball
tournaments, in which all students are welcome to
sign-up and participate. Officials will then assess
the resulting turnout and student interest to gauge
whether the program should be continued.

She

.
current seniors are

left grasping for what GU has given them (“Hesitancy to
Donate Reflects Recent Campus Ills,” March 28, p. 3.) I
could fill volumes speaking about the quality of the education that you have received. Not only are the professors
some of the greatest minds in their respective fields, but the
students present on campus are some of the brightest, most
ambitious and passionate people the world over. I am
constantly in awe of the challenges that classmates of mine
are currently toppling.
But more important than the education, Georgetown
offers a community that you will be part of for the rest-of
your lives. This past fall I enrolled in law school. I did not
know a soul at the school. But it was early in the semester
when I was introduced to a GU graduate who was a year
ahead of me. She assured me that [ was prepared for the
workload and that I would have no trouble with the subject
matter. But more importantly, she told me that if there was

ever anything I needed from her, she was available. And
every time that I challenged her on that offer, she came
through. It was clear to me that the bonds of a Georgetouil
degree do not stop at 37th and O.
}
I hope that all the seniors will take the next few weeks
reflect on their time at Georgetown. Think about your
freshman hall, spring break trips, the Tombs or anything
else for which

that you have fond memories.

The friend:

The article, “Jazzing up Georgetown’s Fine Arts,” (March
28, p. 10) was extremely heartening to read. As an incoming
freshman, pianist and vocalist, my only major gripe about
Georgetown is its relative lack of support for the arts. I
attended a performance of Mask & Bauble’s “Glengarry
Glen Ross” a month or two ago and was impressed by the
strength of talent but not by the performance space that the
performing students were given.
At a recent Georgetown Admissions Ambassador Program open house, I met with two other prospective students

nly a
if stu

keen h
mest
ny the
fraduz
00,0

ships that you developed at Georgetown will be some ofthe
most cherished gifts of your lives, and they will accompany ow n
you on all the journeys you embark on after graduation. kft ov
While you prepare to leave Georgetown, you are entering

ie SOT

into a much larger Georgetown community that will always foney
Qh
be there for you. I am confident that your time at Georgetow!
has added much to your lives. It seems impossible to spend TheI
time at Georgetown and not walk away a richer person.
—

CHRISTOPHER NACE (COL 98)
March 30, 2000
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New Music Chair May Mean Better Students
To THE EDITOR:

ould
(aston
eek.
fuden

C

who both echoed my concerns; Georgetown felt right, but: y Litt
other schools with better arts programs were hard to pas
up. I know students from my own school who chose not
apply to Georgetown

for this reason. The university ness

to realize that it is losing talented, intelligent applicants who
need to have their artistic needs met. It is encouraging to s¢
that the new music chair is making changes in arts supp
at GU to combat this problem.
ASHLEY FEDOR
March 28, 2000
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you THINK THE MBNA

A) UNC, FLORIDA & WISCONSIN

students feel this way —

in the Final Four.

B) The latest episode of FAMILY GUY on Fox.

CAREER EDUCATION CENTER IS

too focused on the McDonough School of Business? Do you feel like there’s nothing it can do for
you? Do you have an otherwise low opinion of the career
center, perhaps because you don’t have a job or internship? Many

By Joshua Walsh

World

These three Georgetown students just saw on TV:

James Jackson
D

Pokie3

C) The newest news story about GU on the local news.

incorrectly. Gradu-

ating in two months, I’ve been through the whole job/

W Much-Needed
hot in the Arm

internship

=

RIDAY

NIGHT

ON

COPLEY

LAWN

WAS

GREAT.

nation. For your information,
THE

program.

explain

ldn’t believe it. But the sad thing is that I could hardly
nd our

eve it. It was the first time in a long time that I saw

. ~~

mething like that on campus. If the Georgetown commu-

to

here at 41d happen every week.

it Will haps the same reasons that 1 would go to a bar off

=

one of the organizers of the concert and former chair

etowl
spend

3 Cam

pus

Opi

center

is not a placement

The career center is not here to get you a job. It is here
educate you so that you can find one yourself.

gram

to

list

on

the

recruiting

program.

Unfortu-

is not

tantamount

to a placement

program.

The

the job seeker must work just as hard to procure employment. Nevertheless, as proof of the career center’s

preeminence, between 30 and 40 percent of participants
obtain employment through the recruiting program —
roughly double the national average.
Every Georgetown student can benefit greatly from

their programs. Beyond being among
it is designed to help students find
matter what industry interests them.
breadth of services, including resume
lor appointments, career seminars,
lights,

interest

inventories,

career

the nation’s best,
their vocation, no
It offers a wide
critiques, counseexternships, spot-

assessments,

the Ca-

reer Expo, various workshops, walk-in hours and an
extensive career library. It also has binders with hundreds
of job listings. On top of all of that, its career counselors
virtually trip over students to help them. Talk to students
at American or George Washington — they have no such
luxury.

However, there is one other problem that the career center : available

‘cannot possibly help: the problem of focus. My grandmother was partially correct in her comments. The career
center has helped me to find a job, but it was not because it
held my hand during interviews. It was because when I
started as a sophomore, I was forced to deal with my
impending graduation and began thinking about what I
wanted to do at quite an early stage. I then took advantage
of its programs so that I could properly market myself within
my field of choice.
It can help you, regardless of industry, but you must
know what you want to do. The point is to find your
passion, and its career counselors can even help you with
that. If you want to be an author, figure that out as early
as possible, schedule an appointment, use its services
and it will teach you how to reach your goal and hopefully
connect you with people who can help. It may not be able

to get Random
your

manuscript,

House
but

in through
it still

has

E-Recruiting
many

other

to help you achieve your dream. But
even for those able to take advantage of the recruiting

program,

this will

be the easiest resume

proliferation you will ever have. Subsequent job
searches will be more difficult. Take advantage of
_its-services today so that you can be prepared for
next time.

The career center has a tremendous amount of
resources available for everyone that extend far
beyond the recruiting program. Use them — don’t
complain about what the career center doesn’t have
for you. If it doesn’t have something, it probably
isn’t available.

All of its counselors

are eminently

qualified and extremely helpful. They’ll be there to
teach you and support you throughout the process. Just don’t expect them to get a job for you.
Instead, focus on your future and come in for help.

to read

James Jackson is a senior in the College.

services

Class of 1999 Wonder Where Their Yearbooks Are
Lacking Their Promised Yearbooks, Alumni Expect Answers from University
_ Inimai Chettiar
NHAPPILY RETURNING TO WORK FROM MY NEW YEAR’S EVE
vacation, I open my appointment book to glance at

my schedule for the day. I see a scribbled note from
last year: “Yearbooks should be arriving soon.” Finally, I'll
be getting a yearbook with the photographs of all the
wonderful (and not so wonderful) people in my Georgetown
class. So I can look at their pictures for years (as we all did
with our high school yearbooks) and say to my friends,

“Remember when that guy threw up in the National Building
Museum, and we couldn’t have Dip Balls there anymore?”
Or, “Remember when we all formed ‘1999’ on the lawn during

the Senior Picnic?”
Through the entire month of January, I eagerly ran to
the mailbox every day after work, hoping that my
yearbook had finally arrived. Disheartened by the delay, I gave the yearbook office a call. First, it took me
about three days to speak to a live person, and she told
me that this office is now the 2000 Yearbook office, and
she gives me the number of a 1999 Yearbook staff
member. This staff member tells me the yearbooks will
be ready soon.
After January and February passed, I decided to
contact Martha

Swanson,

director of student programs,

who oversees the yearbook. She informs me that all but
two members dropped off the yearbook staff and that the
yearbook has not been assembled or sent to the publisher! Remember that at this point it is February, and the
yearbooks were supposed to have been delivered in
early

The Banner appears every other Friday in THE HoYA.

misperception illustrated beautifully
some difficulty finding an internship
year. Her comment was, “Shouldn’t
center help you get a job?” I had to

recruiting program facilitates resume drops. Thereafter,

build community. Opening Yates and Lauinger for
lmger hours is a start, but the university needs to
[cate more true alternatives for students. Students
fould lobby for an event in a tent on the lawn,
(aston, the ICC Galleria or Sellinger Lounge every
eek. There is no shortage of creativity among the
dents on GPB and in other student organizations,
lly a lack of funds and means to realize the potential
if student programming on campus. I would have
[¥en happy to pay at least $100 a year (if not per
®mester) for a student activity fee. I mean, we already
My that for Yates, and what percentage of the under¥aduates actually uses it? That would be over
100,000 of additional money for student programs.
fow many tent concerts is that? A lot, with enough
fit over for countless new student initiatives. There
# some problems that you can’t solve by throwing

S01.

is one of their

as that of management consulting and investment banking. Many industries that students want brought to
campus simply do not have sufficient demand to permit
a trip to Georgetown. Furthermore, the recruiting pro-

That is the way

Toney at them, but this is not one of them.

program

* Also, the fact is that no industry has close to the demand

GPB, said, “Some of the administrators that we have to
tl with act less as advocates and more as adversaries.”
Money doesn’t solve all problems, but it sure makes
.» dent programming a lot easier. The Office of Student
n © fairs has a budget of about $8.5 million. From that, the
1 lifice of Student Programs receives about $950,000 but
e and fudents only see $400,000 of that. The rest goes to
eendn aries and overhead in the office. What’s wrong with
are not) fat picture? The Office of Student Affairs actually spends
4 ss than 1/16 of its budget on students.
viceto | Moreover, that $400,000 goes very quickly when spread
>. They itover all of our campus organizations. The fact is, a
ir own mncert like Black 47 doesn’t cost that much, but it drew
vtodo ngether over 10 percent of the entire student body.
ce and Nevertheless, there wasn’t enough money to sponsor the
ry are oncert. Money for student programs is so tight that The
men’s: {rp was asked to contribute to the cost, which it gra~as.an dously did. But GPB should never have been forced to
1 insti #¢k outside funds. Superficially, GPB organizes events.
| llimately, however, it is responsible for engendering a
itional je of community on campus. It is one, if not the only,
other ganization that puts on events that are planned with the
| again tire campus in mind. If there is one place that the
ors fo {ministration should spend more money, it is in GPB.
{ hope veloping on-campus student programming should be
ir pro- fepriority of the replacement of the dean of students. The
similar xt time GPB wants to put on a concert, The Corp or
try:
other benevolent corporation might not have the money,
sli Jud the entire campus will suffer.
There should be a major event (for 500 to 1,000

Iwas

it. Yet, a

nately, this is only feasible for large firms able to anticipate hiring needs. Non-profit groups and government
agencies and even many mid-sized corporations are not
able to use the recruiting program, particularly not in
October. Their hiring needs aren’t that predictable.

mn should be supportive of any student initiative that
gents a viable alternative to going off campus and

il),

their pre-law

to her that the career

company

Juently nous on a Friday night. The fact is, if there are alternaJustice, es presented by the university, then students will také
3CIOWN jantage of them. Now more than ever, the administra-

»
ent for.
‘a fine,
etown
d man;
1

no Ivy can match

Student after student complains about a “business
bias” to programs without taking advantage of many
other resources — a lazy orientation on the part of
students. Students want every potentially interesting

reedfo ‘gyre, I've heard of Black 47, but I don’t own any of their
student, Ds. Nevertheless, I went to the concert because it was
to EE venient, cheap and my friends were going to be there.

ication’
|
i
0
7.
,. And
came
etoyn
j
eksto
t your
ything
friend
oftie
mpany
tion,
tering

at the

center. The careful observer will note that it is the MBNA
Career EDUCATION Center.
:

lovami 4 wants to alter the alcohol-focused culture, then this

fight for space or approval of programs with the
rreaucracy.
You know why something like this doesn’t happen
sery week? Students don’t have the time or patience to
ganize it. It is incredibly frustrating to pull something
ie the Black 47 concert together. Instead of making
adents fight, every administrator and member of the
port staff should be welcoming and go out of their way
yhelp everyone from in Leavey to the accounts payable
gartment in the Car Barn. Instead of being critical or
feptical of programs, the university staff needs to realize
their job is to support students. Michael Boyle (MSB

Moreover,

most popular.
There is a second
by my grandma. I had
after my sophomore
working at the career

wolve alcohol. The Washington Post and our neighbors

on campus.

I've worked

misperception exists that the career center only helps one
sect of the student body, so-called “business school students.” This is an inaccurate characterization. Many College
and School of Foreign Service students bound for the
business world have taken advantage of the recruiting

and her students at their best. Over

weekend

importantly,

The career center is the most under-appreciated asset of

i) students were brought together to relax and have a
od time on a Friday night, and it didn’t involve a drop
’
alcohol. Imagine that, a popular Georgetown function
ut attracts students from all backgrounds that didn’t

Ui indents) every

More

this university. It is one of the top three career centers in the

Georgetown Program Board, the Irish-American
Society and The Corp all deserve recognition and
janks.
twas Georgetown

search.

career center since 1997. In that time, I've learned a lot
about the world of recruiting — how it works and how to
succeed: in it.

January.

Swanson

notified

me

that the yearbook

will be sent to the printer in March. Of course, I don’t
believe

her.

vy ion -

I’ve already given Georgetown my
money, and they owe me a yearbook. At

$70 per yearbook, and assuming 70
percent of the class of 1,500 students paid
for a yearbook, that comes to approxi-

mately $73,500 that Georgetown has
stolen from the Class of 1999.
Now, in late March, after mass e-mail inquiries from the
Class of 1999 to Martha Swanson and the office of University President Leo O’Donovan, S.J., we find out that the
yearbook is still not assembled and the editor is nowhere to
be found. I have no pity for the administration. The yearbook staff is unpaid, and they didn’t finish the yearbook
before graduation, after which they have no obligation to
stay on the staff. When they did drop off the staff, however,
Georgetown should have hired replacements. I’ve already

This is absolutely unacceptable. Not only have we
paid for our yearbooks, but we have not received an
explanation or even a response as to when, if ever, we
will receive our yearbooks. With the way Georgetown
has handled past administrative decisions, I absolutely believe that the Class of 1999 will never receive
our yearbooks and I am hesitant to believe Georgetown
will refund us. The administration doesn’t care if we get
our yearbooks; they already have each of our $120,000.
As a note to this year’s seniors, I suggest you think
twice before handing over any money to Georgetown
for “promised goods.”
Until Georgetown decides to hire private contractors to finish our yearbooks (I'm sure $73,000 is more
than enough to cover their fee) and writes a letter of
apology and explanation to every member of the
Class of 1999 who paid for a yearbook, I will happily
refrain from donating even one penny to my alma
matter.
On behalf of several members of the class of 1999, we
want our yearbooks. Our patience is running very thin.
Inimai Chettiar is a graduate of the College in
1999.

given Georgetown my money, and they owe me a yearbook.

At $70 per yearbook, and assuming 70 percent of the class
of 1,500 students paid for a yearbook, that comes to approximately $73,500 that Georgetown has stolen from the Class of
1999 — money that’s sitting in an account somewhere
accruing massive interest. In all this, where is our Senior
Class Committee? Aren’t they supposed to be representing
our interests?

What was your favorite childhood toy?

Compiled by Ruthie Braunstein
and Tim Sullivan

Barbie

’ Little Ponies
Caitlin Enright, COL ’03

A Strawberry Shortcake Big Wheel
Stephanie Prechter, MSB ’02

Mike Green, COL 02

Lauren Matteini, COL ’03

Peanut butter

Per Smith, COL ’00
Maureen

My teddy bear
Erin Sullivan, COL

’03

Hoban, COL 00
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Northwestern Trustee Donates $40 Million for Medical Research
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity, said the nationals do
not intend to police local chapters.
“We assert our own policies and expect our

‘NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY

members to follow them,” he said. “For example,

we have a policy that protects against hazing,

If we are notified that a violation has occurred,
we respond immediately and accordingly — it’s
the same thing.”
Brothers in Delta Sig, Phi Delt and Sigma Ny
: agreed that cloudy communication between
national and individual chapters makes their
task of drying out their sections more difficult,

EVANSTON, Ill., March 28 —Northwestern’s

new medical research facility got a shot in the
arm March 9 with a $40 million gift from an NU
trustee — the third largest donation in the
history of Campaign Northwestern.
Ann Lurie’s gift will be used toward building
the $200 million Robert H. Lurie Medical Research Center, named

“There has been a lot of talk at meetings about
the fact that we are supposed to ‘go dry,’ but]
don’t think any of us know exactly what that

for her late husband.

Administrators said the facility is vital to the
growth of NU’s Medical School.
“It’s hugely important,” University President Henry Bienen said. “It’s the single biggest
project of construction we’ve undertaken in
quite some time.”
Bienen said the facility will enable the university to devote more resources to major public
health issues.
“It will vastly increase the number of medical
researchers we have
problems,” he said.

working

on

means,” said Trinity sophomore Greg Baecher,
vice president of Delta Sig.
—By

significant

researchers, technicians,

postdoctoral

Sent to Minority Clubs
STANFORD, Calif., March 29 — For the
second

stu-

dents and lab assistants will work in the center.
Lurie’s gift is not her first to the university. In
1999, Lurie established an endowed chair at the
Medical School named for Diana, Princess of

Wales. She also has hosted fund-raisers for the
School of Music.
The Lurie gift brings total donations to the $1
billion Campaign Northwestern to about $880
million. Administrators said they expect the
campaign

will

reach

its goal

well

before

the

August 2003 target.
The building is scheduled to ‘open in 2003.
—By

Casey Newton,

Daily Northwestern

Zimmer was a university graduate and had
been an accountant for ITD since 1998. He was

an Ann Arbor City Council Member until 1994.
“He was dedicated to his political beliefs and
his
said.

#mily,” Councilman'Joe Upton (R-Ward V)
immer left city council around the time his

first child was born, Upton said.
Employees with offices near Zimmer's were
sent home as a result of the investigation.
Wanda Monroe, spokeswoman for the CIO,

said Zimmer entered the building at 1:17 a.m.
on Monday,

UNIVERSITY

but it was unclear when the shot

was fired.
Zimmer

is survived by his wife, Carol, and

their two children.
—By David Enders, Michigan Daily

UNIVERSITY

Official Found Dead;

OF

Police Suspect Suicide
ANN

ARBOR,

Mich., March 28 — An em-

ployee of the University’s Information and
Technology Division was found dead Tuesday
morning of a self-inflicted gunshot wound.

TQLEDO

GHB Drug Is Becoming
Popular Among Students

Kurt Zimmer, 41, was found in an ITD office

by a security guard at Arbor Lakes Office Complex. There was no readily apparent motivation
for suicide and results of an autopsy are expected Wednesday. The Department of Public
Safety is investigating the matter.

The Chronicle

More Racist E-mail

The 12-story building will house offices and
more than 200,000 square feet of research space
for studying genetics, cancer, bioengineering,
molecular medicine and neuroscience. About
700

Caroline Wilson,

TOLEDO,

Ohio, March 27 — The latest col-

lege danger looks and feels like ordinary tap
water, yet can cause symptoms ranging from
dizziness to death when consumed.
The drug GHB,

a powerful central nervous

which

stands

for

this month,

members

of several

Stanford University campus ethnic student
groups received racist e-mails containing sexu
ally explicit slurs against blacks.
The latest set of e-mails was sent out Monday
evening, and the university launched an investigation immediately, according to Vice Provost

system depressant, has become popular at establishments on and around college campuses,
forcing Congress to tighten rules concerning
the drug.
“GHB,

time

Gamma-

for Student Affairs James Montoya. The iden-

HydroxyButyric, is a tasteless, odorless and
colorless drug that is used in various amounts

tity of the sender is not known.
Two separate e-mails, both from an off-campus

to enable someone to commit sexual assaults,”
said Diane Docis, interim coordinator of the

University of Toledo sexual assault education
and prevention program.
According to the Drug Enforcement Administration, the drug is also known as Georgia
Home Boy, Goop, Gamma-oh,
Bodily Harm in street use.

and

Grievous

Docis said that possession or distribution of
the drug is illegal, and punishable by a prison
term of up to 20 years.
Three Michigan men were convicted of involuntary manslaughter March 14 for spiking a
15-year-old girl’s drink with GHB. The high
school student, who was given a Mountain
Dew containing the substance, slipped into a
coma and later died.
“It is not a recreational drug,” Docis said.

Three Fraternities
Prepare to Go Dry
DURHAM, N.C., March 28 — “Dry in 2000.”

The catch-phrase has been discussed and debated around campus and even parodied on the
“Dry in 3000” T-shirts some fraternity members
are wearing these days. But to the 11 national
fraternities that have required their chapters to
eliminate alcohol from their living quarters, the
deadline is no laughing matter.
Even as they advocate fraternities ridding
their houses or sections of alcohol, the national

organizations have sent only vague messages
about how the groups should actually do it.
Under the new policy, fraternity living areas
must be dry, although alcohol can be present at

President Clinton signed a bill Feb. 18 which
toughens federal laws concerning GHB.
The “Hillory J. Farias and Samantha Reid
Date-Rape Drug Prohibition Act 0of2000” makes
funds available for information gathering, testing and educational programs about GHB.
—By Pete Covrett, The Collegian

out-of-section events. Of the fraternities mandating that their chapters be dry by December,
only three are represented at the university:
Delta Sigma Phi, Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Nu.
Theta Chi will follow suit by 2003.
Jon Hockman,

address,

were

sent to the lists for all resident

assistants and resident fellows. One of the emails was also sent to the Black Graduate Student
Association, the Society of Black Engineers and
several

other ethnic

student

organizations.

Second Session:
8 Week Cross Session:
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an African

ing

and

Afro-American

Studies

class,

and the other announced upcoming rush events
for Alpha Phi Alpha, a black fraternity.
|
The Alpha Phi Alpha announcement was
sent out by sophomore Sean McIntosh.
“I’m angry,” McIntosh said. “It’s very embar-rassing ... very offensive as an African-American, especially at a university where you’re a
minority.”
Director of Residential Education Jane
Camarillo said, “We have once again been as-

sailed by the ignorance of a person who uses
the anonymity of e-mail to promote: simpleminded prejudices.”
‘— By Jessica Tucker-Mohl,

The Daily

—Compiled from University Wire

Summer Sessions, 2000
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The e-mails appeared to be sent in response
to two separate e-mail forwards sent out across
campus over the RA list. One forward described
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Free Housing Alliance and executive director of
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GUN CONTROL,

From p. 1

dents to get involved is to get in-

ad can decide who to support.”
The Million Mom March Organiation showed a strong presence at
the rally, bringing both a speaker and

our
ple,
ing,
Ted,
-it’s

| several mothers. Jill Ater, a member

of the Community/Youth
committee,

L Nu
‘een
heir
cult,
bout
out |
that

said,

“We

Outreach
have

had

enough of gun violence. Having a
qun is a right, but it is also a responsibility. Twelve children die a day
due to gun violence. Children should
not be afraid to go to school. They
should be afraid of exams [at school],

not guns.”
The MMM

her,

said it is not anti-gun,

put rather favors restrictions and limi-

ticle

ftions placed on guns and gun purchases. “My husband is in law enforcement, and we own guns in our
house. However, they are locked up
and my son doesn’t know they exist,”

Ater said. “This group is non-partisan. We have people of all faiths. We
have NRA members. What we have in
common is that we care about kids.”
An MMM volunteer working with
uban D.C. youths, Wayne Pernell
attended the Georgetown rally to remind attendees that “these murders
often have a deeper scope ... people

)S
the
eral
dent
eXU-

aways

hear

about

another

murder

but don’t realize that these are often
uninsured victims. [Their deaths] can
result in the loss of a wage earner.
There are numerous unsolved homicides. A’ lot of people don’t realize
there is another side to picking up a

1day
vesvost
den-

newspaper.”

pus

Like Pernell, the speakers focused
on'spurring college students to act.
“Eighty-nine people die of gun violence every day,” said, Kim Wade,

dent

e edent

campaign

for the Alliance

for Justice: “A movement is beginning’ with students and sweeping
across campuses and the country.
With students uniting, we are .ending gun violence.”
“Students are influential in forming politics,” said Sen. Jack Reed (DRIL). “They influence action in a
positive way to make a difference for
the country. The best way for stu-

nse

TOSS
ibed
lass,
ents

with

MMM
Web

First

Monday,

with

... sign the petition on my
over

the

summer.

Listen.

act calls for the

registration of all handguns and “is
meant to reduce illegal gun trafficking
by providing for more efficient tracing of handguns used in crimes and
tougher penalties for those selling
guns to illegal purchasers,” according to a press release.
Erik Christian, deputy-mayor for
public safety and justice, said, “Seventy children have died [from gun
violence] since January. “The best
and the brightest are being snuffed
out by guns. [We will] pay for our

KATIE BOYD/THE HoYA

Keegan Pierce (SFS '02) dressed
as Moses at Wednesday's rally.

past. negligence.”

gun

Reed called for students to send
messages to their representatives in
Congress to end the stagnancy of
gun control legislation. “Strength
and glory is standing up ... standing
up to stop the epidemic of gun violence. We are here today to send a
message ... to Capitol Hill.”
Reed noted the backlash from the
Columbine, Colo., shooting tragedy

“[Senators,]

on April 20, 1999. “Now, at the dawn

of a new spring, there is nothing.
Republican leadership stands idly
by. ignoring young voices. They
listen to the gun lobby.”
He further emphasized the need
to protect children from gun violence, saying, “In some parts, it’s
easier [for a child] to get a gun than
a library book.”

Fighting back tears behind the
podium, Tina Jackson, the coordina-

tor of the Million Mom March in
D.C., told her story of involvement
with the March, which resulted. from
the 1998 murder of her only son,

Tyrone, whose killer is still at large.
She also stressed the importance of
communication with Congress in the

a AE

Re

AF

fey

hom?

legislation

battle,

saying,

if you don’t want sen-

sible gun laws, get to stepping, because we won’t have it. We are tired
of hurting ... We don’t want to get
rid of guns, but we are tired of chil-

dren getting shot down.”
Although, according to McGrath,
the rally’s purpose was not to protest Heston’s

presence

on

campus,

a few found it hard to refrain from
noting the former actor’s speech.
Signs made reference to Heston’s
role in The Ten Commandments as
Moses, carrying signs saying,
“Thou

shalt

not

kill,

remember,

Moses?” Jackson concluded her
speech saying, “I’d like to say to the
Moses perpetrator: Get to stepping.”

The rally, according to McGrath,
is only one event planned by Campus Alliance. “We will be sponsoring involvement with the MMM [on
May

14]. It’s during finals, but stu-

dents will still be here.” Campus
Alliance also hopes to sponsor more
speakers this semester, according to
McGrath. “[Campus Alliance] is looking to branch out,” he said. “We’re
not just a Georgetown group.”
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Students who attended the event
were interested in perhaps’ éstablishing their own start-up or working for one themselves. “I just
wanted to find out some information from people who had gone
through the experience of starting

We’re going to do something.”
Reed, a senator known for pushing
the issue of gun control, introduced
the Handgun Safety and Regulation
Act this year. The

a A

recruit.”
Cassin said that he chose to establish his own company because he
wanted to be passionate about his
work and did not believe he would
find that working as an investment
banker or consultant on Wall Street.
While -he thinks a Wall Street job
their own e-business,” said Seth
would be a great experience, he doubts
Binder (SFS 02).
:
he would run to work every morning.
“I would like to start my own
Cassin also places much emphasis on
Internet company one day. Its a posworking in a team.
sibility. I am just looking around,
“I could never find something
checking out the sites,” said Andrew
where I could feel I could be in a team
Koneschusky (MSB ’03).
environment. I played lacrosse for
According to Jeff Quint, a
Georgetown for four years and really
MagicBeanStalk intern and junior
valued the whole team experience and
from the University of Arizona,
wanted to be a part of that after graduUpStartl01 is MagicBeanStalk’s
ation. One of the places where you
offline component. The three segcan find the team environment is in an
ments of UpStartl01 are the career - Internet start-up company,” he said.
fair, the keynote address and panel of
He believes that students straight
industry leaders with whom students
out of college are in the best position to start their own companies
have an opportunity to ask questions
and get advice and finally the breakout
because they are “out of the box,”
sessions in which students get to ask
lacking years of experience in the
panelists questions on a more inti=
business world, which is exactly what
mate basis, Quint said.
is necessary to be successful in the
UpStart101’s ultimate goal is “to
field.
educate students on the Internet
Cassin said his parents were supeconomy,” Quint said. MagicBeanStalk
portive of his decision not to work on
has conducted UpStart 101 at Harvard,
Wall Street and allowed him to live at
Yale, Northwestern and the University
home while he was starting up
of Michigan.
InfoRocket.com. “Although they
Christine Weiss, an employfhefit
didn’t know too much about the
specialist for CAIS Internet, an
Internet, they realized what I was doInternet service provider and one of
ing was very important,” he said.
the companies represented said that
“If you are thinking about starting
she is at UpStartl01 to increase her
your company, although it may be
company’s exposure. “We are based
risky, the greatest risk is not starting
in D.C. We want to get more involved
your firm: Do not hesitate to join -a
with universities
in the area,
start-up environment. It’s an enviGeorgetown especially. We are lookronment where you can learn a great
ing for interns and masters students.
deal. The Internet is in its infancy.
We really want to get involved with
We are in the second inning of a long
the MBA program at Georgetown,”
game. You can actually jump in and
she said.
affect the way this revolution plays
David Tsai, manager of marketing
out,” he said.
for TimeDance.com, an online inviCassin said that InfoRocket.com is
tations service, said his goal is to “to
always hiring new employees and does
tell people about our company and
hire summer interns.

... don’t forget [about the

issue]
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Heston:

Fight for
Change
HESTON, rroMm p. 1
anny with manners,”

Heston

said.

Heston also referred to recent events
of hatred and intolerance on campus,
and questioned the Georgetown
community’s response to them. “Some-

thing is slipping out of balance here,
and it’s time to reset your moral compass through a stronger sense.of community,” he said. “But I must ask you
this — will you point that compass
towards what is culturally and politically correct, or what you know is mor-

ally right?”
Speaking before a nearly filled
Gaston Hall, Heston questioned what
he believes to be common misconceptions about what it is acceptable to
think and say. “If you talk about race,
it doesn’t make you a racist. If you see
distinctions between the genders, its
doesn’t make you a sexist,” he said. “If
you think critically about a certain denomination, it doesn’t make you antireligion. If you accept homosexuality
but don’t celebrate it, it doesn’t make

you a homophobe.”
In the speech, sponsored by the
Lecture ' Fund,
he
encouraged
Georgetown students to fight for
changes they consider necessary. “Are
you willing to fight hard, and keep on
fighting, for that student seat you seek
on the university board of directors?”
Heston spoke very little of the NRA
or gun control, except as it related to the

larger topic of his belief in standing up
for what you believe. He also defended
Wayne LaPierre of the NRA, who drew

national heat for his attack on Bill
Clinton’s (SFS °68) gun policies. “It
was easier to condemn a good man for
making a politically incorrect statement
than it was to dig out the facts and
exonerate a victim of cultural warfare,”

“he said. “The spectacle of Wayne
LaPierre’s media crucifixion appalled
me and at the same time energized me to
speak out on this cultural cancer that is
eating away at our society.”
After speaking from prepared comments for nearly 30 minutes, Heston
opened the floor to questions from
members of the Georgetown community. Questions focused mainly on
Heston’s affiliation with the NRA, and

Vire

Heston, despite disagreeing with most
student’s

comments,

was

more

than

willing to listen. After one student questioned the importance ofthe 2nd amendment,

Heston

said “I must

say

I feel

more comfortable with the opinion of
the founding fathers than the last
student’s.”
Before

Heston

spoke,

gun

control

advocates, including Sen. Jack Reed
(D.-R.I.) led a gun control rally on
Copley Lawn.
Students had mixed feelings about
the. speech. “I thought he was well
spoken. I really liked the speech,” said
Dan Wintermantel (MSB 03).
Peter Denton, public affairs director

Northwestern University offers a summer

°

Summer Study Abroad combiries classroom

educational experience tailored to your needs.

learning with lectures and visits to culturally

With our extensive course offerings, you will

significant sites in three foreign cities: Arles,

find hundreds of ways to catch up, get ahead,

France; Bangkok, Thailand; and Verona, Italy

or pursue

new

interests:

e Summer

Field Studies supplement classroom

More than 300 courses in 44 departments

learning and allow you to expand your skills

Small, interactive day and evening classes

at numerous

locations in the United

States.

on our lakefront campuses in Evanston and

Summer

Chicago

schedule. Classes begin Monday, June 19, and

A year's worth of biology, chemistry,

continue through Friday, August 11.

physics, or foreign languages earned in
one

summer

Courses that range from one to eight weeks
in length

Session has the flexibility to suit your

Interested?
To request a free catalog

Visit www northwestern edu/summernu

Call 800/FINDS NU or 847/491-5250
E-mail summer@northwestern.edu

for the Campus Alliance to End Gun
Violence, did not think the speech was
as impressive as Wintermantel did. “I
thought he was a really good actor. It
just didn’t seem like he said anything.
He danced around the subject and didn’t
really say anything. He was a really
good speaker though,” Denton said.
Heston won the 1959 Best Actor
Academy Award for his role in Ben
Hur. He was elected president of the
Screen Actor’s Guild six times before
becoming NRA president. He has appeared in over 70 films, including The
Ten Commandments, Planet of the
Apes, Soylent Green and more recently,
Hamlet. He is married with two children
and two grandchildren. His wife Lydia
was present for the speech.
Heston closed the speech with a
response to a student comment in which
the student said he would fight to the
death for Heston’s right to shoot him.
Responding to the comment, Heston
turned the veiled insult into a platform
to sum up his view on political correctness. “Don’t forget,” he said. “This is
a country where you can shoot your
mouth off whenever you want.”

: Graduation 2000
A Celebration
for Students

BEACH.
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Beach Week
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Heston Discusses Gun Rights,
Life in Politics After Acting
INTERVIEW, From Pp. 1
course they had a delegation, which
were all KGB guys. But it was an interesting thing to do. And then I guess it
was about then I joined the American
Film Institute. I was chairman of that for
a while. Then then-president Reagan
appointed me to a committee on the arts
and humanities, which took up a summer. And I guess it was about then; well
no, [ went overseas to Vietnam a couple

of times. Not fighting; my war was the
one before. A larger undertaking, I may
say. And it was about then that I began
doing some chores for the NRA. I was
raised in Michigan in hunting country
and everyone used firearms, so it was
an easy fit for me. And by that time, I
was doing every election cycle, going
out to campaign, for maybe a day or two

with this Congressman, that Senate
aspirant. You know, its interesting to

mitted with guns?

be part of the process. And that’s what
I did. And more and more of the work I

Heston: Well, after the Columbine
‘shooting, I wanted to talk to one of
the parents, and I was able to reach a

did came to be associated with the’
NRA, to which I belonged by then. And

suddenly I was president. And there
you are.
THE Hoya: Six-year-old Kayla
Rolland was shot to death by a fellow
first grader last month with a gun his
guardian had left errantly loaded. Dylan
Klebold and Eric Harris killed 12 fellow
students with guns they weren’t licensed to carry. Over the last couple
of years they’re have been countless
headlines

about violence

in schools,

gun violence. How does the NRA
respond to these kinds of crimes com-

man who’s daughter had been killed.
And we talked. And he said Mr.
Heston I don’t use guns. I’m not a
hunter.” But he said, “and

I’ve lost

my daughter, which is an irreplaceable loss. Its changed my whole life.”
Then he said “I will tell you this. This
is not about guns, its about maladjusted kids.” And, I think that’s true.

But that he would
great deal.

say that, says a

THE Hoya: Thank you very much.
Heston:

HALL, rrom P. 1

reaction, ultimately the “incidents
resulted in a positive spin.”
Davis seconded this opinion, saying, “The response from students
shows there is hope for Georgetown.
Georgetown is getting better by the
day.”
Michael Levinson (SFS 02), a
member of the Georgetown Solidarity Committee, spoke first about the
resolution passed by University

the status of the Report on Student
Life, which deals with issues of space,

funding and bureaucracy on campus. It
will be presented to the administration
tomorrow, and results are expected back

sion to join the Workers’ Rights
Coalition. “The university finally
took constructive steps toward jus-

to the committee in a couple of weeks.
The upcoming holidays to celebrate Georgetown and Hoya Saxa
life were also discussed. On
Wednesday, starting at 1 p.m., a
celebration will be held in Dahlgren
Quad as a observance of spring.
Activities will include a fountainstarting ceremony, a singing act by
the Phantoms and food. According
to Aaron Polkey (COL 02), “You can
watch Jack the Bulldog turn on the
fountain ... or himself.”
The last day of classes, May 3, is

tice,”

Georgetown

President

Leo

J. O’Donovan,

S.J.,

this week, ending the university’s
direct involvement with the Fair
Labor

Association,

said

and

Levinson.

his

deci-

“However,

Day, an event scheduled

there is still a lot to be done. GSC will
continue to be active for the rest of

to “Celebrate

being

Hoyas,”

Sacasha

(MSB

’00). The

the year.”

promises singers, games, rides and
arts and crafts. The possibility of a
Ferris wheel is being discussed. “We
are Georgetown, we make Georgetown
and no one can change who we are,”
said Brown.
Monday starts I-Week, sponsored
in part by the Global Student Network
and organized by the Office of Inter-

As the university begins to receive reports from GSC regarding
factories where Georgetown apparel is produced, the school will
have to make decisions how to
“handle

their

licensees,”

accord-

ing to Levinson.
Ben Martin (COL ’01) spoke about

Brown

said
fair

it is critical that we all stay together.” He
promised that the group will stand behind the GSC throughout the future
and hoped that the GSC will support
Pride at Work’s campaigns.

party is $5 in advance and $8 at the
door and will be held on the Leavey
Esplanade.
Eric Rivers (COL 02), GUSA student services committee member, ex- .

plicated the issues on the docket for
student services. While the committee has succeeded in expanding
hours at Lauinger Library and Yates
Field House on Thursdays, they are
also trying to improve bathroom
supplies in LXR and Darnall dormimandate

earlier

release

of’

class textbooks by professors, wire
townhouses for ethernet connections and see through the creation a
“one-card” to handle all monetary
campus services.
According

to Davis,

Frombp. 1

not as the future, but as the now ... and

national Programs. The week will be
celebrated by a variety of international demonstrations and expositions, including merengue and martial arts exhibits in Red Square. The
-week will culminate Friday with the
International Party, hosting 24 tables
each representing a country with food,
live dancing and performances. The

‘tories,

FLA Departure Celebrated

SOLIDARITY,

Thank you.

Campus Leaders Update Students
TOWN

Tim LLEWELLYN/T
HE HovA
i
Tm LLEWELLYN Tio
Dean of Students James A. ‘Donahue. left addresses students while Tim Sheldon (COL ‘01), right, looks
son
i

the commu-

nity meeting phenomenon will be repeated next year, tentatively scheduled twice per semester.

After a chant of “Hey, hey, ho, ho,

sweatshop labor’s got to go!” Paul
Booth of the Federal, State and Municipal Employees Union addressed those
gathered. Students across the nation,
“are on the moral cutting edge” he said,
adding, “Students are leading us, making it possible to have world-wide

changes.” Like Kualii, Booth pledged
that he personally and his organization
as a larger entity will support the GSC.

The last speaker, Nate McCray (Sk
’03), a member of GSC, outlined te
committee’s plans for the future, “ys

Rita Clarke, a representative of the

want to be there when students rally’
against gun violence ... be therein

United States-Nicaragua Friendship
Coalition informed those gathered
about the “unfair” debts that many
third-world countries have incurred.
According to Clarke, payment on debt
interest results in deteriorating conditions in many locations. She invited
Georgetown students to protest on April
9 to cancel the debt, which, she said, “Is

not right in this time of prosperity in the
United States.”

April to rally against the IMF and World
Bank... be there for everyone we!ie
had support from,” he said.
The rally closed with the crowd sing."
ing “Solidarity Forever” to the tune of:

the Battle Hymn of the Republic,
“We are really excited about the step
Georgetown has taken, being there for!

other student groups and makingfhe WRC

work,” commented MeSped 1

Unity Coalition Moves Forward
UNITY COALTION, rroM P. 1
that the committee is working to man-

dure for notifying the university student body, faculty and staff when biasdate that all students sign the statement.
related incidents occur.
Stevens said that the committee has
Earlier in the semester, Department of
made significant progress and is now
Public Safety officers underwent mandaworking on specific language for the
tory training for dealing with bias-related
code, which he hopes to be in effect for
incidents. In addition to the training, DPS
the fall.
has announced that all bias-related inciConcerns about the Student Code of
dents will be immediately referred to the
Conduct’s lack of a provision for hate
Metropolitan Police Department.
crimes were raised in December, when
The community building and prothe JSA menorah was knocked over
gramming committee is looking to build
twice during Hanukkah. In the second
community at Georgetown, which memincident, a student was apprehended,
bers say will be a proactive step in
and eventually withdrew from the unifighting acts of intolerance.
versity. In the wake of the event camLopez said that the committee has met
pus officials called for hate crime provionce as a full committee and has formed
sions. “The Code of Conduct needs to
three subcommittees that have each met
reflect the community ... We must be
once. The programming evaluation subproactive and respect the dignity and
committee is currently reviewing campus
differences of the members of our comprogramming to identify and suggest
munity. We are here to learn together,” improvements to lacking programming
said Dean of Students James A.
areas. In addition, the group will work
Donahue at a rally in February.
with New Student Orientation to estabThe safety and security committee is
lish more diversity programming during
looking to develop a standard. procethe first-year orientation program.

FOOD!!!

The community building subeg
mittee is looking to find ways to br o i
down communication barriers betwa
students

and

administration

diverse campus in its student. bo,
programming and policies.
Both students and administrators said
that the Coalition and the universiy
administration are on the same page and
working toward positive change. |
The last committee, in charge of con
sidering changes to the curriculum atte
university is the most long-term in gals
according to committee head Steve
Glickman (COL 02). Among those things
being considered are adding compa
tive religion course options in io
and expanding the African Studies
Jewish Studies programs. In addition,
group is considering adding a requ
ment that students take certain: coi
signified “diversity courses,” available
in a number of departments.
The committees plan to come together
with more concrete results in mid-Apil

PARTIES!!!

N

Week 2000
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regulations
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Bears Tear Up Hoyas

Ju

Recruit Files Lawsuit Against NU
By Isaac BAKER
Dairy NORTHWESTERN (NORTHWESTERN U.)

(U-WIRE) EVANSTON,

Ill. — The

parents ofa former Northwestern basketball recruit have filed a lawsuit
against the university, contending
that head coach Kevin O’Neill revoked a scholarship offer that their
son had accepted in June 1998.
Andrew

KATIE BOYD/THE| or,

BASEBALL,

rrom p. 12

BASEBALL

defensively against the Pirates, who
are 1-2 in the Big East, 13-8 overall.
“We better get our house in order
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330.654
oe 2 bea 3 : 2 :

E: Boice, Perillo, Zematis 2, Brister, Miller,
Cooney. DP: Navy2. LOB: Hoyas 1 , Navy9. 2B:
Corman, Moore, Braham, Zematis 2, Nicolini. HR:
Moore. SB: Cassese, Asato. CS: Pierorazio, Cocca.

this year, Andrew

HOYAS
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Meanwhile,

NU

O’Neill, declined to comment,

to NU’s

Receiving Mail

IP H
RER BB SO
311058
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7 5 Suni
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0-400
0
2430-0
Fig2
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1.40:..0

finished

the

year without a conference win.
A copy of the lawsuit obtained by
The Daily shows that O’Neill and
other NU coaches pushed Coates to
visit and ultimately commit to NU. Emails between the Coates family and
NU officials — submitted as exhibits
in the suit — also reveal that Coates’
oral commitment was met with excitement and a written confirmation that
the 6-foot-8, 200-pound forward had
been “welcomed into the basketball
family.”
:
According to the suit, O’Neill said he
expected Andrew Coates to play 20 to
25 minutes a game as a freshman.
All NU athletic officials, including

Sutton, Pierorazio, Catalano. 3B: Lawler.
HR:
Metzger. SB: Spring, Lynn, Carullo, Pierorazio,
Catalano. CS: Lawler 2, Merten, Santana. SH:
Carullo, Catalano. SF: Merten, Carlini.

HOYAS
Martinez (L, 1-2)
Salvitti
Corman
Pina
Vankoski

Pe-

surgery and sat out a season in which
the Quakers won the Ivy League title
and played in the NCAA Tourna-

counsel,
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father,

Coates underwent

E: Spring, Santana2, Catalano. DP: Bears2, Hoyas
1. LOB: Bears 10, Hoyas 12. 2B: Stepp, larussi,

Brown
Sunderdick(W,1-3).
Galati
Philbrick
Bass
Segear
Fleming
Chase

Seattle-

ter Coates, said he also hopes the
court will force NU to change its
behavior.
“We feel very strongly that adults
in positions of authority should not
treat young kids this way,” he said.
“We would like the court to determine that people like O’Neill have to
obey the law.”
Injured in his first game at Penn

ring all inquiries
Taizhs
i
i

a former

area prep star, is now a freshman
forward at the University of Pennsylvania, which does not offer athletic scholarships. His father said
NU withdrew its scholarship offer —
pitched by even University President Henry Bienen — after injuries
hampered Coates’ performance at a
summer camp.
The
suit
seeks
unspecified
amounts for Penn’s tuition cost —
more than $30,000 a year — and

The Hoyas struggled defensively in losses this week to Navy and Brown.
games this weekend. The Hoyas, 0-6
in the Big East after two bad weekends on the road against Rutgers
and Pittsburgh, will need to improve

Coates,

Michael

Weston,

refer-

general
who

also

declined to comment.

Coates first received mail from
NU in winter 1997, when he averaged 20 points and 10 rebounds a
game as a junior at Eastside Catholic High School. At season’s end he
was named to the All-Seattle Metro
league

team.

Peter Coates said lawyers have directed his son not to comment on his
dealings with NU.
The mail escalated to as many as six

pieces a day, Peter Coates said, and
in April 1998, ONeill asked for a
game tape of Andrew.
Upon receiving two tapes, the NU
basketball office sent a series of emails saying they were excited about
Andrew’s play, Coates said.
“Everyone on the coaching staff
has already watched the tape. All of
us were very impressed with your
overall play,” wrote NU assistant
coach Billy Schmidt in an e-mail to
Andrew

Coates

on

April

30,

1998,

cited in the suit. “You are an extremely
versatile offensive player. I know that
Coach O’Neill would do a great job
utilizing ALL of your abilities and
helping you reach your potential.”
The NU coaching staff continued
to e-mail the Coates family throughout the summer.

NCAA

regulations

forbid personal contact until the recruiting period officially begins in
the fall.
After viewing the tapes in midMay, O’Neill sent Andrew Coates
an e-mail offering a full scholarship,
according to the suit.
“I want to make sure you realize
how impressed I was with your performance,” O’Neill wrote May 11 in
an e-mail cited in the suit. “We are
offering you a full scholarship to
attend NU — we will make sure that
one is available to you!

We want to

make you a Wildcat.”
Surprised that O’Neill would make
an offer on the basis of only two
taped games, Peter Coates said he
asked the coach how he came to the
decision.
’
“He said he could tell from one
game whether a kid could play,”
Peter Coates said. “He said Andrew
could be terrific at Northwestern as
a [small forward]. He said Andrew
was their No. 1 priority as a [small
forward] and it was his scholarship
to accept or reject.”
O’Neill’s staff then sent a series of
e-mails encouraging Andrew and
his father to visit the campus and
meet the players and coaches, Peter
Coates said.
“By making an early visit to campus, Andrew would be fully prepared to take advantage of the scholarship opportunity available to him,”
O’Neill wrote May 13 in an e-mail
cited-in the suit. “If Andrew were to
commit to Northwestern we would
no longer recruit any players at his
position.”

Excited by the positive feedback
from NU, Andrew

and Peter Coates

visited campus from June 25 to June
28, meeting with coaches and touring the campus. Andrew also played
a pick-up game with the NU team.
Peter Coates said they were greeted

fNIS, |

with a “dog-and-pony show” when
they arrived at the basketball offices.
“The walls were covered with
posters of (Andrew), there was a
jersey with his name on it and signs

NU Head Coach

that

Kevin O'Neill

said,

‘Coates

leads

Cats

fer —

one

with

Bienen,

the

other

with O’Neill.
In what Bienen said was a rare
foray into recruiting, the president
met with Andrew and Peter Coates
for an hour. Peter Coates said the
meeting assured him that NU met
the strong academic standards he
was seeking for Andrew, who
posted a 3.8 GPA in high school and
scored 1300 on his SAT.
The following day Andrew Coates
told O’Neill that he had not been
impressed with the team’s play. According to Peter Coates, O’Neill re-

sponded: ““If you didn’t think they
were good, you must be one hell of
a player. Our players were very impressed with you.’”
After Peter and Andrew Coates
returned home, NU coaches continued to send e-mails, thanking the
Coateses for visiting and pushing
Andrew to commit before the national

summer

tournaments,

rious
#s and
The sin
sted.

to

Big Ten championship,’” Peter
Coates said.
But two key meetings persuaded
Andrew to take the scholarship of-

Peter

Coates said.
“I also think it goes without saying that no other coaching staff
believes in you more and will work
harder for you than we will. WE ARE
COMMITTED TO YOU!” read one
e-mail cited in the suit.
On June 29, 1998, Andrew Coates
called O’Neill and the coaching staff

to tell them he was accepting the full
scholarship. The NU basketball staff
confirmed Andrew’s acceptance in
writing.
“Congratulations on your decision
to attend Northwestern and wel-

ger de

“It didn’t matter — it was all over | shen.

Peter Coates said of the recruiting ; point
process. “He didn’t want to risk ip.
jury.”

A Shocking
In a move

Decision

that left Peter Coates

“Andrew
gram,”

cannot

O’Neill

help

told

Coates, ¢

according to the suit. “We are p
longer interested in Andrew. Ip
sorry. It’s my fault.”
Peter Coates said ONeill was “cold

and getting it over with,” and that
O’Neill had told him, “I’ve never
made a mistake like this before.”

Shocked by O’Neill’s decision,Pg

ter Coates wrote to Bienen explaip.
ing his son’s predicament. Pete
Coates said Bienen replied aff
conferring with O’Neill, and wrof
that Andrew’s offer still stood.
Further confused, Peter Coal

wrote a second letter to Bienen clari
fying the situation and reasserting
O’Neill’s termination of the com

ment. Coates
response.
On

said

Monday,

he received n

‘Bienen

said

he still

believed the offer to be valid when
Andrew Coates chose Penn last year,

arship here when he decided to
to Penn,”

Bienen

said.

Without any further response fr
the university, Peter Coates said

approached

Andrew

Coates

abou

productive.”
On March 21 this year, the Col

family filed the lawsuit in K
County Superior Court, and it
since moved to federal court.
Peter Coates said he didn’t ki

when the case would come to tr

informed

and that he is still upset with O’Nei
for what

he said was

unethical be- Ike

havior.
“When someone. asks you for a
commitment and you give it, you

to see Coates

play in person for the first time at the
Nike All-American summer camp in
Indianapolis in early July. Stricken
with intestinal problems and slowed
by a hyper-extended knee that ended
his junior season, Andrew didn’t
“push himself as far as he might
have,”

the university

settlement, but called the talks *

other interested schools that he had
accepted NU’s offer.
The weekend after Coates committraveled

lsday :
ls were

our pro

Peter

the e-mail, according to the suit.
“Our entire staff is extremely happy
of your decision as we believe the
opportunities for you at Northwestern are second to none. ... Keep
working hard and again welcome to
our TEAM!!!”
Following his discussions with
O’Neill,

have

to believe

it’s real,” he said

“Why would you ever commit to a
school on a false premise? It’s com- |
pletely unacceptable behavior. I
never expected this from a coach a

his father said.

a school

like Northwestern.

complete

betrayal.”

It’s a -
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speechless, O’Neill called him og
weeke
July 14 and took back his commit.
dyear. 1
ment, “trashing Andrew for what
Satur
he saw at the Nike camp,” Pete
fhe
Ge
Coates said.

come to our basketball family,” read

ted, O’Neill

Visiting Northwestern

Ir
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WOMEN’S LAX

TENNIS

_Juquesne and Hampton
rample Georgetown
NIS, FroM Pp. 12

“rious 8-4 at No. 3 doubles over Vicente
and Dan Somers.

fe singles competition was also closely
sted. ‘Georgetown senior captain Beau
wer defeated

Vincente

les matches

were

7-5

6-2,

Arias

at

Hampton

Saturday

at McDonough

Courts:

The lone victory for the Hoyas in the 8-1 loss
came at No. 4 singles where senior co-captain
Missy Mendes was a 6-3, 6-2 winner.
Again,

Georgetown

was

close

in

many

j4singles. Georgetown sophomore Andre
4amin added another victory at the No. 5
.dtwith a 4-6, 6-2, 7-5 win over Drew
VEL,” ihe. The Hoyas secured their third and
liting {point with a 6-3, 6-3 win by Jordan over
5k in ers at the No. 6 position. The top three

matches but kept off the score sheet. At No.
1 doubles, senior co-captain Lueky Ravindra
and sophomore Caroline Marshall were
edged 9-7 by Hampton’s No. 1 duo. At No. 1
singles, Lucky Ravindra was again narrowly
defeated by her doubles opponent by a score

for

of 6-4, 6-4. Lucky’s twin sister, senior Sarada

victories

narrow

auesne, giving them the 4-3 win.
fie Georgetown men. also played this past
ay against Howard University but re——
ous Js were unavailable. The two losses over

drop the men’s record to 3-14 on
Mmnmit-on {cckend
year.

They will host South Carolina State

What Fc turday at McDonough

Courts.

Peter Tie Georgetown women were stymied by

Ravindra, put in a valiant effort at No. 2
singles but fell 7-5, 6-4.
The loss to Hampton lowers the women’s
record to 4-9 on the season. This weekend
they will play host to South Carolina State
and Marist University Saturday and Big East
opponent Rutgers University Sunday. All
matches will be at McDonough Courts.

proates,

Tim LLEWELLYN/T HE HovA

the Tigers.

Junior midfielder Sarah Oglesby scored one goc

Tigers Trounced by loyas Attack

WOMEN’S LAX, From P. 12
the ball around all day. Five players scored
multiple times and eight total players found

had four shots, and we

coach

a solid team effort.
“For the last week and a half, we have

weakness

team-wise,

defen-

sorted out, it was almost as if there was no
one else on the field,” Simons added.
“The best part about yesterday’s game
was that when the defense had some

Duke. The offense really helped turn it
around.”
:
Offense is the heart and soul of this
team, and when the attack struggles, so do

1 “estruggles that have plagued the Hoyas continued this past weekend, with freshman Marc
t's 3 Miser who lost to Jason Mayer of Duquesne at No. 2 singles.

TRACK

‘Hora STAFF WRITER

Five Hoyas

qualified for the NCAAs

is the Georgetown

track

and

field team

{loompeted against more than 3,000 colle‘giate

and

high

school

i Stanford Track & Field
\lnament, regarded as
‘meets in the country.
| teams from all around
Ischools such

athletes

Invitational
one of the
The Hoyas
the country

as Michigan,

Notre

at

the

Tourfinest
faced
from
Dame,

Colorado, Oregon, California and Wash\lington State.
\| Graduate student Justin McCarthy and
{| junior Kyle Smits both ran the 10,000| meter race for the Hoyas. McCarthy auto| matically
qualified for the NCAAs with
| 15th place overall, 10th among’ collegiate
runners, and a time of 28:55.04. Smits was

the 19th
sans

collegiate

runner

to finish the

posted

a time

of 29:30.38

runners.

Junior

among

college

runners,

on

7—15
0—4

Goals—HOYAS : S. Stanwick 3, Elbe
3, Baer 2, Ahearn 2, W. Stanwick 2,

the team

Raneri, Keating, Oglesby; TOWSON:

Brady, Branning, Sturm, Gotwalt
Assists — HOYAS: S. Stanwick 2,
Elbe 2, Baer, Ryan; TOWSON: Krastel

Shots —HOYAS41, TOWSON

16

Saves— HOYAS: Holden 4, Vicchio 2;

TOWSON: Sica22

flit
Sa]
Sp aN a

posting

IN THE SCRUM, From p. 12
Throw

in Purdue

and the

aforementioned Spartans, and
you had an Elite Eight nobody
could have predicted.
Although looking. back,
maybe we should have thought
this through a little more
carefully. Everybody with a
brain in their head knew that
the No. 1 seeds from the Pac10, Arizona and Stanford, were

Lorena Adams took 27th place overall and
21st

stars

8
4

NCAA: A Tournament in Shambles

Enstice ran times of 34:31.92 and 34:34.17
putting them 12th and 13th, eighth and
collegiate

offensive

GEORGETOWN (5-2)
Towson (2-5)

4

to place

Freshman Marni Kruppa and junior Emily

among

as the

15, Towson

COMMENTARY

27th overall.
All four Hoya women who traveled to
Stanford this past weekend qualified provisionally in the NCAAs in the 10,000meter race. Graduate student Kathleen
Linck was the top Georgetown finisher,
placing 10th overall and sixth among collegiate runners with a mark of 34:27.63.

ninth

success,

a

For NCAAs in First Outdoor Meet
race,

“Both Rutgers and Notre Dame are good
enough and capable of giving us a game
if we don’t play hard enough and we
don’t play well,” Simons said. “We are
focusing on the little things we need to do
to make ourselves a better team.”

need solid play at the opposite end of the
field.
“Kathy Haybeck has had a really nice season so far as a junior defender,” Simons said.
the Hoyas.
“Kristin Baer has continued to do a lot of
“In the Duke game, we were outshot by
good things for us at midfield. She’s our
a lot. And with the attackers we have, we
should never be outshot. We really should . workhorse out there.”
On the team’s goaltending, Simons said
be putting the ball in cage a lot more than
“Bowen is improving. She has never had a fall
. we were. People like Sheehan Stanwick

Five Georgetown Runners Qualify
By MerepiTH McCLOSKEY

Georgetown.

HOYAS

took control, unlike what happened against

com-

Next up for Georgetown is Rutgers, who

travels to the Hilltop to take on the Hoyas
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. on Kehoe Field.
After the Scarlet Knights, Notre Dame
visits the hilltop next week in the second
ofa three-game homestand that concludes
with powerhouse North Carolina visiting

goalkeeper is one of the best in the country
. She made some saves on point-blank
shots,” Simons said.
The role players are key to the Hoyas’

trouble, the attack kept playing hard and

Tim Lisson, HE HoYA

Bowen’s a competitor. She’s had ups and
downs, but she’ll work through it.”

We have been beating ourselves as
much as anything. Once we got
ourselves sorted out, it was almost as
if there was no one else on the field.
— Head Coach Kim Simons on the
Georgetown Women’s Lacrosse Team

sively.”
“We have been beating ourselves as
much as anything. Once we got ourselves

for a

said.

“As individual play-

ers, we have seen a lot of development
and improvement, but we still need work
in the team concept: team offense and
team defense ... I think that the Princeton
and Duke losses exposed that in terms
our

thrown into game situations for two years.

goals as the Tigers had shots. The only
thing that kept Towson in the game was
their netminder, Jacquie Sica. “Towson’s

stressed team-oriented play, and we still
have a ways to go, but I think we are
making strides in the right direction with

of

season with us, so she has really just been

like that,”

Against Towson, offensive production
was not a problem, as the Hoyas outshot
the Tigers 41-16, scoring almost as many

their way into the back of the Towson net,

that,” said Simons.

Simons

can’t win

a

weak. That is just a perennial
choke

conference,

and

those

time 0£35:20.25.
The-Hoyas travel to UNC this weekend
to compete at the Raleigh Relays and the
Duke Invitational the following weekend,

teams were not playing their
best ball at the end of the year.
Cincinnati’s early exit should

April 7 and 8.

not

have

surprised

anyone.

They are another bunch of
underachievers that you knew
would just roll over and die
once Kenyon Martin went

down. St. John’s loss was a
little more perplexing, until you
consider the fact that they had
the NCAA attack dogs breath-ing down their neck and ran
into a hot Gonzaga team the
selection committee had
grossly underrated.
I am not sure: why

I thought so

highly of Temple. I should have
realized something was amiss
when a team is completely
dependent on a player who
rarely scores in double figures. I
also should

have

known

that the

Atlantic 10 was not exactly
preparing anyone

for the rigors

of tournament play.
Defending champs UConn
needed pudgy Khalid El-Amin
to go anywhere. Duke had no

depth and was constantly overhyped by Dick Vitale and Billy
Packer. Ohio State just did not
play very well this year.
Maryland ran into a buzzsaw.
That explains or excuses all of
my picks that did not make the
Elite Eight and Final Four. I am
still trying to explain some of
the teams that did.
In the West Regional, Purdue
and Wisconsin were both teams
I had picked to lose in the first
round. D’oh! I just hate Purdue
and their flopping knee-pad clad
senior leader, Brian Cardinal. The
guy spends more time on the
ground than the average sixmonth old, and I swear he has

been at Purdue for as long as
Gene Keady. [ am so happy that
neither one of them will ever see

the Final Four.
Wisconsin, on the other
hand, is a team I knew little

about. I knew Dick
a good tournament
knew they played
ball, and I thought
would

Bennett was
coach, I
slow-down
that they

have a tough time

was the only one that held to
form, and with good reason. I
knew the Spartans were tough,

but I did not have any idea how
good the Cyclones were.
Marcus

Fizer is a beast, and the

officiating was terrible. The
final margin did nothing to
reflect how close the ball game
really was, although I think the
better team did win. Chalk up
one correct pick for me.
In the South Regional, North
Carolina and Tulsa squared off
in a pretty good basketball
game. Tulsa never gets the
respect it deserves. They are
always strong, and they only

lost to two teams all year. They
* deserved better than a No. 7
seed for sure, and the fact that

they went far in this weak
bracket was no great shock.
Nobody

would

have

been

shocked if you had said the
Tar Heels would end up in the
Final Four before the season
started, either. When they
could not win more than three
games in a row at any point in

featured two programs I can
never love. Oklahoma State’s
coach,

Eddie

Sutton,

is an

established cheater from his
days at Kentucky, although he
has never been caught while in
Stillwater. I don’t like the man,

and I am happy that he will not
be going back to the Final Four
this year.
I am not happy that Billy
Donovan and Florida will be
going in his stead. I have hated
Billy Donovan since 1987 when
he and his scrappy teammates
at Providence denied
Georgetown’s improbable
Reggie Williams and the
Miracles a trip to the Final
Four. I am now convinced that
he must be cheating at Florida.
He just seems like the type,
and his first two recruiting
classes are too good to be true
for a rookie head coach, even if

Florida is not a very hard sell. I
have hated the University of
Florida since the Gators, lead
by Dametri (Da Meat Hook)
Hill and Andrew DeClerq, cost

getting past a talented Fresno
State team in the first round. So
much for that theory. Good for
Bennett, good for the
cheeseheads. Too bad the run
ends against Michigan State.
Then again, it is very tough to
beat anyone four times in one

the

big man Brendan Hayward
actually came to play and
freshman phenom Joseph

the Cinderella Boston College
team of Billy Curley a shot at
the Final Four in 1994, beating
them in the Elite Eight. I guess
I just harbor a lot of bitterness
here. I don’t like Steve Spurrier
either.
So there it is. The Final

season. Just ask the
Villanova Wildcats.

Forte really came

Four.

1985

Michigan State and Iowa
State in the Midwest Regional

season

with

their talent,

you had to wonder if maybe
Bill Guthridge did not have the
Dean Smith touch. When it
counted,

however,

mysterious

to play. This

is a good team that had
underachieved all year.
Finally, the East Regional

In the Scrum

says

Michigan

State over North

Carolina.

IfI were you, I

would

not listen much.

Hoya Srorts: You Want to Be Us
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edro, Sox: Not Enough in the Tank
A HA HA HA HA. I PICKED UP A
copy of Sports Illustrated last

week and I have barely been
to stop laughing long enough to
{rough my classes. You saw
issue, the one where the

TIM SULLIVAN

| (yntrust over at SI actually
| uicted that, ha ha ha ha, the

|

ison Red Sox are going to, hold

|

io your hats here folks, win the

give the Sox a chance, and he has
consistently demonstrated that he is
not particularly good on three days
rest. That means that the Red Sox

Running
The Option

old Series.
{ot the World Series of Golf. Not
World Series of Bowling, or

poker. This is that championi

than the Red Sox? For starters, the

ier that is sometimes
ed to as the Fall Classic, and

Atlanta Braves. They have suffered
considerable losses in Ryan Klesko

ds Illustrated has actually
would have to rely on the rest of their
staff, which is not a particularly
encouraging prospect.
The Red Sox’s biggest liability is
the remainder of its pitching staff.

ited that the Red Sox, of Boston,
going to win it.

Apparently,

the most impressive rosters in all of
contemporary sports. Mariano Rivera
has a postseason ERA of 0.38 over
the span of his career.
The Yankees have looked less
than impressive in Spring Training,
but does that really matter at all?
When the Yankees won 114 regular
season games in 1998, they started
the season 0-4. As for the importance of spring training records,
remember that this year the Twins
had the best record over the spring.
Other teams that are clearly better

stupidity is highly

ious in the sports writing
dd (I’m bound to get it myself;

I probably have it already)

With the loss of closer Tom Gordon,

{ (uuse I logged on to espn.com

and

ze clown there made the same
seliction. Is there something in the
ier? Has the entire world gone
2 wlutely nuts? How many Red Sox
am I about to insult?
let me say this now, once and for

| There is absolutely, categorically
way, barring an act of God who
,wiously hates the Sox anyway,
the Red Sox are going to win the
ald Series. No way. None. You
quote me on that, not that I really
ak it will impress anyone when
jcite my name.
Where are these guys coming
m? The Red Sox simply do not
© the talent to compete in a year
fore a solid number of teams are

sed to challenge for the World
fies. Pedro Martinez is a hell of a

ither, by leaps and bounds the

the bullpen is certain to be shaky.
Ramon Martinez hasn’t pitched a full
season in years, and Bret Saberhagen
is going to be out until July with a
torn rotator cuff. Even when he

t23-4 on the year, a mark which

gus
sets him off as the best in
game. In games in which Pedro
iinot get a decision, however, the
x were a mediocre-at-best 71-64.

Itis clear that you cannot rely on
pbig star to win a World Series, and

Red Sox are an excellent example of
y. When Pedro wasn’t on the
und in the playoffs, especially
inst the Yankees, the Red Sox
mply had no chance of winning. To-

nk that that much has changed over
off-season is absurd.
Ina seven-game series against the
ukees, Pedro would have to win

umes one, four and seven just to

back in Andres Gallaraga, who is

returning from cancer after just one
year on the sidelines. If the Braves
can get over the controversy caused
by their other “offensive

leader,”

John Rocker, they will no doubt be
better than the Red Sox.
You can probably make the

comes back, he will still be a washed

argument that the Reds, Mets,

up former Cy Young Award winner.
(Saberhagen really isn’t that bad, I'm
just still bitter about his God-awful
stint with the Mets, who had to give
up one of my favorite all-time players,
Kevin McReynolds, to get him.)
Knuckleballer Tim Wakefield is a
gimmick pitcher, so he may be able to

Astros and Indians are all better than

fool his fair share of batters, but

consistency is out of the question.
Jeff Fassero just isn’t a very good
pitcher. Brian Rose has a tremendous
amount of potential and if the Sox
want to do well, they will need a solid
year from him.
As for their offense, the Red Sox

in the league, and he is coming
fof one of the most impressive
paigns in recent memory. He

and John Smoltz, one to a trade, the

other to an injury. But they have
their emotional and offensive leader

did make a significant upgrade this
year in centerfield with the addition
of Carl Everett (another Met that got
away). Adding his power to a lineup
that already boasts Nomar
Garciaparra will certainly improve the
Red Sox’s production.
Still, the Sox cannot expect several
players to have repeat performances
of last year’s numbers. Exhibit A:
Brian Daubach, an early season
sensation that fizzled down the
stretch.
One of the arguments being made
on the Sox’s behalf is that the
Yankees won’t be as good this year.
What? This is a team that has swept
two consecutive World Series and
has lost few key contributors. Top to
bottom, their pitching staff is one of

tions, good pay)
#1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required.
Free information

#1 Panama

City Vacations!--

- Party Beachfront @ The Boardwalk. Summit Condo’s & Mark
Il. Free Drink Parties! Walk to
Best Bars! Absolute Best Price!
All Major Credit Cards Accepted!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

packet. Call 202-452-5942

lnmediate Need--for internet
‘researchers to maintain events
database for online calendar,

‘www.dailydrill.com. $10 an
hour, 20 hours a week, hours
flexible. Possible summer
employment also available.
Contact: 703-812-1500, x31,

elizabeth@thedrill.com
leacher--Dynamic full day early

childhood program in Chevy
Chase/Silver Spring seeks enthusiastic and knowledgable assistant teachers for kindergarten
enrichment and pre-school programs. BA or AA degree in ECE
elementary ed or child develop-

‘ment preferred, 90hr course acceptable. Also seeking Floating

Teacher 1-6pm; experience with
‘preschool children & education
required.

Excellent salary, ben-

| efits, and great working environment. Call 301-654-5339 or fax
resume to 301-652-5007.

|law firm near Dupont Circle
seeks summerhousing for
Summer associates--begin-

ning mid-May through the end
of August. If you have a place
i|

available,

please

call Cindy

Jahr at (202) 429-3091 or fax
a description

to (202)

828-

3661
Young, Georgetown grads seek-

ing to build a family through
adoption.

(301)452-5648
“A NG

Call

collect

@

Mexico/Caribbean

or Central

America $229 r.t. Europe $179
o.w. Other world wide destinations cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS
:GET
YOU
THERE
CHEAPER! Air-Tech (212) 22197000. www. airtech.com. e-mail:

fly@airtech.com
$$$Summer Cash$$$
Student Business Mngmt./Sales
Position with National Firm. Pays

Hoyas Finish in Sixth- Place
At William & Mary Invite
By MerepiTH McCLOSKEY
Hoya Starr WRITER

The Georgetown golf team got back on track this
week as it tied for sixth place with Radford at the
Golden Horseshoe Intercollegiate men’s golf tournament hosted by William & Mary in Williamsburg, Va.,
Monday and Tuesday. Due to inclement weather, the
tournament was cut in half allowing Georgetown’s
first day score of 298 to stand as their final. Temple
University finished first out of 27 teams with an
overall score of 293.
“We were pleased with the fact that we came
out with a top-10 finish,” Head Coach Tommy
Hunter said.
The top Georgetown finisher was sophomore Tristan
Lewis whose one-under-par score of 71 tied him for fifth
place overall in the tournament. Sophomore Andreas
Huber tied for 27th, finishing four strokes behind Lewis
with a 75. Junior co-captain Dan Giraudo and sophomore Cody Courbier both shot 76s, tying them for 42nd,

and senior co-captain Greg Koush had an 84.
“The bright spot of the tournament was that we
played well enough to be within five of the leader after
the first day, which was reminiscent of how we played
a year ago,” Hunter said.
Hunter was also pleased that the Hoyas finished
above top district teams Rutgers, Navy, St. John’s and
Richmond. “It was a good, solid performance, the kind
of playing we’re used to. When we finished the first
day, we felt good about ourselves.”
“William & Mary was a better performance for us
than East Carolina,” Hunter said. “We want to grow on
that. We hope we are peaking when we get to the Big
East tournament in April.”
The Hoyas have two more tournaments before Big
East Championships, which will be held April 29 and
30 at the Warren Golf Course in South Bend, Ind. They

are scheduled to travel to the Navy Spring Invitational
April 8 and 9 and the Princeton Invitational April 21
and 22.

really believe that the Red Sox sold
their souls to the devil when they
sold their star to the Yankees,

but

you have to wonder. My earliest
sports memory is watching the
1986 World Series with my dad,
and obviously the memory that is
burned into my memory is Bill
Buckner letting that dribbler roll
through his legs. All I can remember thinking is, at 6 years old, I

could have made that play. Curse?
Possibly. Forgetting the fundamentals of baseball? Definitely.
It’s been 82 years since the Red
Sox have won a World Series, during
which time the Soviet Union has
come and gone, 14 American
presidents have been elected and the
Constitution has been amended nine
times. Maybe this year, the Red Sox
will finally do it. Red Sox fans, some
of the best in all of sport, have been
languishing for so long without a
title that at some point they are due.
Having gone so long without a
championship, Boston fans lead one
of the most disappointing existences
in all of sports.
The saddest thing, though, is that
Cubs fans think Red Sox fans have
it easy.

Hoya FILE PHOTO

Sophomore Cody Courbier tied with junior Dan Giraudo, finishing in 42nd place with a score of 76.

Community

Interested in a Political Career?-Apply for the 2000 Democratic
Campaign Management Program. Housing and living stipend. Learn the nuts and bolts
of campaigning from top political consultants while electing
progressive Democrats to Congress.
Qualified graduates
placed in full-time, salaried positions across the country. Call

Friday, March 31

Calendar
Friday, March

31

ington’s premier vocal
ensemble, will perform a free

Dr. Philip Micklin will
talk about Geographic
Information System Analysis

concert.

of Amazonian Deforestation.

Slavic Mosaic, Wash-

vd

3:15-4:30 p.m.

847-864-1008
P/T computer tutors—-\WordPerfect
7, 8, 9 (Intermediate/Advanced)

$15-$20/hr.

Email

Murray Rm, 5th

Dahlgren Chapel

®f Floor Lauinger

resume

bentlee1@excite.com (Previous
issues misprinted the e-mail address. Thisis the corrected version)

BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE $$$—Europe
$159 (o/w + taxes) CHEAP

$10-$12 + Commission. Avail-

FARES

able to Soph, Jr & Sr. only. For
info. go to
http://www.jablon.com

Mexico/Caribbean $199 (r/t) +

Teachers/Camp Counselors-needed for summer camp grades
K-5. Starts June 19 thru late
August. Regs at least 2 years
college in education, psychology
or recreation and exper in summer camp or school settings. PT
afternoons and FT positions

EE
GOLF

the Red Sox, too.
As yet, I haven’t even mentioned The Curse. Mainly, I don’t

Classifieds
\UFEGUARDS--World Pool Service 703-264-1149 (flexible
hours, great working condi-
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RTS...

WORLDWIDE!

taxes) Call: 800-326-2009
www.4cheapair.com
Looking for a place to live?-www.housing101.net...Your move
off campus! Free roommate sublet listings.

Teacher--Creative group leader
needed for after school program
in Chevy Chase, MD 2-6pm.
Requires at least 2 yrs college
avail. Salary range $9-$11/hr.
credits in education, psycholCall 301-654-5339 or fax resume |
ogy, recreation or related fields
to 301-652-5007.
(BA preferred) and experience
working with school aged chilPart-time position available with
dren. Summer camp positions
daily news service for detail-oriented
also available. $9-$11.75/hr
individual with computer skills and
and full benefits package. Call
general administrative background.
301-654-5339 or fax resume to
Must know Windows 98, Excel
301-652-5007.
and Netscape and be able tolearn
new programs quickly. Other comBlueCrossBlueShield Student
puter knowledge helpful. Wrodk MHealth Plan now available for as
F, 3 pm-6:30 pm in news bureau.
low as $21.70 a month (dependFax resume to: Claudia Sans,
ing on your state of residence).
RNS, 202-463-0033, or e-mail to:
Please call 301-652-4000 for afree
info@religionnews.com
application and brochure.

Friday, March

31

Initial registration due
i for Campus Ministry
Interfaith pilgrimage to
France, Israel, and Rome.

Eriday, March 31
. There will be a panel
8 discussion on The National Missile Defense Go/No

Go approaches.

2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Pilgrimage in August
or info, call 7-1920

Friday, March

31

5 Donald Peterson, CEO

8 of Lucent Technologies
will be giving a lecture.

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
CC Auditorium

Lis.

ICC, Room 301

March 31 - April 2
The weekend gnatian
I
aimbia retreat for juniors, seniors, and graduate students.
All Weekend

or info, call 7-6639
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Stanwick Sisters Lead GU in Win Over Towson
By SEAN GORMLEY
Hoya STAFF WRITER

The

Georgetown

women’s

lacrosse

team put their foot down a third of the way
through Wednesday’s game against
Towson,

which

losses to
slow start
the Hoyas
the game

came

after back-to-back

Princeton and Duke. After a
against the Tigers of Towson,
scored the final nine goals of
in a 15-4 victory that upped

Georgetown’s

record

to 5-2.

Coming off a pair of tough losses, the
Hoyas came up _

against a Tiger |CCanre
team

that

:

achieving

a

2-5 record but features a talented
goaltender in senior Jacquie Sica. Towson
started off strong, and it was not until the
final minutes of the first half that Georgetown took control of the game.
“We came out a little bit flat, especially
defensively,” said Head Coach Kim
Simons. “They scored in the first 25 seconds of the game, which is exactly what
we didn’t want to do. We knew that if we
let them in the game that they would give
us some trouble, which is exactly what
happened.”
Towson opened the game with two
quick scores, but Georgetown responded
with three unanswered goals, taking the
lead from the Tigers, which they would
never see again. Two of the Hoyas’ first

three

goals

American

came

from

to three, 6-3. The duo combined for seven
points
against
Towson,
outscoring

Towson with five goals and adding a pair
of assists against the beleaguered Tiger
defense.
“Wick has really turned it on in the last
week. She had a really bad ankle sprain that
set her back a couple of weeks ... She was
acting

has

struggled early Towson
in

couple of minutes, Georgetown got back
on the board by way of the Stanwick special. Freshman attack Wick scored the first
of her two goals off of a feed from older
sister Sheehan, widening the Hoyas’ lead

sophomore

attack Erin Elbe, who

All-

finished

the day with three goals and two assists,
raising her points per game average to 3.0.
Towson responded to tie up the game,
but Georgetown wasted no time retaking
the lead, with senior attack Kristen Baer

driving through the Tigers’ defense for
an unassisted goal just 20 seconds later.
Within a minute the Hoyas found the back
of the net again, with sophomore

attacker

Kate Ahearn scoring off an assist from
junior attacker Sheehan Stanwick.
After the scoring frenzy calmed for a

like

she

wasn’t

hurt,

but

she

has

really been favoring that ankle,” Simons
said. “I am sensing the difference in her the
last couple of days and thought she had a
really good game against Towson. There’s
a different chemistry when Wick’s in there,
because of her sister. They have played
together for a long time and are hard to
defend.”
Towson tried to climb back into the
game, scoring on a free position shot with
nine

minutes

left in the

first half,

but

Statement
OW THAT EVERYONE’S BRACKETS
shot

Stanwick,

who

had

three

she’s

got a 100

percent

save

goals

round, now known as Bloody Sunday td"
some prognosticators. To think I complained about the lack of upsets in the fir
round.
By the end of March 19, two No. 1 seeds

percent-

ended,

with

the

Hoyas

were out of the tournament,

three No. 2

seeds were gone, No. 3 seed Marylan
been absolutely pummeled by No. 6
UCLA, and three of my projected Final
Four were lost. Thank God I picked
Michigan State to win it all, or else I wa
have to turn in my license as a sportswriter. Of course, the carnage continuedin
the Sweet 16, with Duke going down to the
young Florida Gators, Iowa State destro
ing the previously invincible Bruins,
plodding Wisconsin somehow beating
electric LSU, Tulsa squeaking past Miami

in solid

command of the game. Six goals in the first
eight minutes of the half turned a solid lead
into a blowout. The Hoyas cruised home to
victory, controlling the ball for the final 20
minutes in a game in which the team spread
See WOMEN’S LAX, p. 9

A

Tourna

performed horribly in all of the pools I
have entered, effectively throwing aw
small fortune for the 15th consecutive
year. I have not had a compelling inte
in any games since the end of the second

age. Yesterday, she came in with eight
minutes left in the first half.and made a
couple of saves. It is a change for us to
have a second keeper available in tight
situations who can make saves,” Simons
said.
The second half started much like the
first had

NCAA

complaining, I will freely admit that I h

it

and two assists on the day, and Elbe each
scored late in the first to give Georgetown
an 8-4 lead headed into the half.
:
“Chandler Vicchio has done a great job
—

most

pools have already found the
winner, I have decided to contribute
wisdom and analysis to this year’s
championship. Before anyone starts

would be the last time they would find the
back of the net on the afternoon. Backup
goalie Chandler Vicchio came into the game
to give starter Bowen Holden a rest.
Sheehan

and

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE
HovA

Freshman attack Wick Stanwick (pictured above) and her older sister, junior Sheehan,
combined to score more points than the Towson offense in the Hoyas’ 15- 4 rout of the Tigers.

and North Carolina taking out Tenn
SEE IN THE SCRU
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BASEBALL

Georgetown s Diamond Woes Continue
Losses to Navy, Brown Knocks Record Down to 10-20; Big East Foe Seton Hall Up Next
By

Mike

Hume

AND MEREDITH McCLOSKEY
Hoya Starr WRITERS

The slide continues as the Georgetown baseball team dropped two
games this week to Navy and Brown,
extending their losing streak to five
and dropping their record to 10-20 (111 in their last 12 games).

The Hoyas’ pitching spelled their
undoing in both contests. Georgetown held the lead twice, 2-0 through

Freshman Troy Crichlow and the Georgetown tennis team
through two matches to Hampton and Duquesne.

the second and 6-5 after the sixth, but

they could not keep the Midshipmen
down. After sophpmore Eric Sutton
made his seasonal debut on the
mound, giving up only two hits and
not allowing a run after two innings
of work, Navy brought their guns to
bear on Patrick Salvitti.

Hoyas Drop Two Matches
Hampton and Duquesne Too Much for GU

:

By STEVE HARRIS

The Midshipmen took the lead 5-2
after knocking Salvitti from the-game
after two-thirds of an inning with a
barrage of timely hitting.
The Hoyas’
offense stayed
strong,
however.
Georgetown

Hoya Starr WRITER

It was another disappointing
weekend for Georgetown tennis.
The men lost to Hampton University 5-0 on Saturday and were defeated by Duquesne University 43 on Sunday. Meanwhile, the
Hampton
University
women

battled back behind freshman Matt
Carullo’s 3-for-5, two runs, one RBI

day at the plate to take a 6-5 lead in
the sixth on a single by freshman
Jason Boice.
Paul Perillo, who came on to relieve
Salvitti in the third, could not hold

the lead, allowing two run-scoring
doubles in the bottom of the inning
to leave the margin at 7-6. Navy would

add an insurance run on a home run
by Tony Moore in the eighth.
Offensively the Hoyas performed
well, tallying six runs on 12 hits. Carullo
and infrequent starter Keith Asato (2
for 4, 3 RBI) provided most of the
punch while junior Brian Cassese
chipped in with two hits and two runs
scored.
The strong offensive performance
carried over to Thursday’s match

Suffered

handed

When

they

should

be able to beat. them,”

2.Drew McKnight, UVA

SPORTS columnist Tim

4. Steve Schmidt, VMI

5.33

5. Tracey Kelusky, Hartford

5.20

park,

we

loss for Georgetown, allowing seven

to convert strong efforts into vic-

Duquesne

Head

earned runs off five hits through 5 1/

tories.

point despite a late comeback by

handed over the win to Brown.
“You could have given that to a

3 innings.
Leading the Hoyas’ in batting
senior Josh Corman with two
and two runs scored.
“He’s swinging the bat really
right now,” Wilk said. Sutton

little league team and
have won,” Wilk said.

with two hits.

free base runners, which pretty much
they

would

afternoon,”

Wilk said.

well
and

Cassese also aided the offense, each

“We didn’t pitch well. That dictated
the whole

doubles

was
hits

Georgetown

ference

rival

Sophomore P.J. Martinez took the

will play host to con-

Seton

Hall

for three

See BASEBALL,

The

Hoyas

matches,

lost all three
with

the

best

captured the doubles

Georgetown

freshmen

The Boston Red Sox are the

The Georgetown golf team

universal pre-season

rebounded from its 19th

favorite this year, but Hov4

place finish at the Pepsi
Invite last week to take sixth
place at the William &

Sullivan warns baseball
fans to think again.

Mary Invitational.

Marc

». 8

Four Hoya women won
provisional bids to the

Baseball

2.2

NCAA outdoor
championships with their

Lacrosse
Track

p.9
p. 9

performances at the

Tennis

2:9

Running the Option

p. 113

Stanford

See Running..., p. 11

See Golf, p. 11

|

performance coming at the No. 3
Lohser and Troy Crichlow at the
spot where senior Dave Boyer and = No. 1 position.
sophomore Ken Jordan were 8-5
Ultimately, they lost 8-6 to |
losers to Hampton’s No. 3 duo.
Duquesne’s Garth Levin and Ja- |
In the singles competition, with
son Mayer. If they had won, the |
two matches canceled due to rain,
doubles point would have gone |
Hampton swept the four successto Georgetown because the tan- |
fully completed matches to wrap
dem of Jordan and Boyer were
up their 5-0 victory. The Hoyas
See TENNIS, ».9

Hoya Sports Index

NCAA Div. I Men’s Lacrosse,
Points Per Game
1. Ryan Powell, Syracuse
6.00
3. Andy Flick, Georgetown 5.43

to our

women

Katie BoYp/7 HE Hova

Coach Pete Wilk said about the Bears.
The abundance of walks and batters hit by pitches gave the Bears 12

HoYA SPORTS STATBOX

5.60

come

Georgetown

an 8-1 loss on Saturday.
Playing host to Hampton at
McDonough Courts, the Georgetown men were once again unable

The Hoyas’ faces tell all about their performance yesterday against Brown in their 12-9 loss.
against Brown, but so did the poor
pitching as Georgetown lost 12-9.
The Hoyas kept on the Bears’ heels
early in the game entering the sixth
only one run behind at 3-2.
Brown then sent seven around the
bases, while Georgetown answered
with only four. Junier Jay Catalano had
a three-RBI double cutting the Bears’
lead to 10-6 in the bottom of the sixth.
“You should be able to win a game
if you score nine runs ... They’re a
team we need to be able to beat.

the

had first set success in many of
their matches but were unable to
sustain their level of play into the
second set. At No. 1 singles,
sophomore Nick Sklavounos was
defeated 6-4, 6-0 by Pyung Koo
Lee. Freshman Troy Crichlow
faced a similar outcome at No.3
singles, falling 7-5, 6-0 to Paulo
Barros.
On Sunday, Georgetown’s inability to convert on key points
led to their 4-3 loss to Duquesne |
at
McDonough
Courts.

Invitational.

See Track, p. 9

Golf

p. 11
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Band Brings the Party
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J

GPB Celebrates
Financial and Social
Success Amidst

By KAREN TRAVERS
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Relatively unknown to the Georgetown community before they came to campus last Friday
night, Black 47 played to an enthusiastic 650person crowd on Copley Lawn and left with
almost as many new fans.
Black 47, an Irish rock band that has a cult

following that originated in New York, did not
disappoint their old fans and probably gained
many new ones by the end of the night.
!
Playing with their usual fire and spunk, Black
47 got the crowd on their feet and had even the
non-Irish attempting to do a little jig.
Starting off with “Big Fellah,” a tribute/lament about Irish patriot Michael Collins, Black
47 played an eclectic mix of Irish rock/reggae/
rap that included traditional favorites like “Different Drummer,” “James Connolly,” “Walk All
the Days” and a cover of Bob Marley’s “Three
Little Birds.” Each song was played with a spirit
that was contagious. From the front row, it
seemed that as the concert wore on the crowd
became

more

and more enthusiastic, dancing,

Security

Georgetown

Tim LLEWELLYN/T HE HOYA

By DAVE APPLEBAUM
Hoya Starr WRITER

Overcoming adversity from a variety of
fronts, the Georgetown Program Board (in conjunction with The Corp and the Irish-American
Society) pulled off a successful feat last Friday,
sponsoring the Black 47 concert on Copley
Lawn and launching what hopefully will be just
the beginning of the renaissance of campuswide cultural events on the Hilltop. Reasonably
priced tickets ($5) and nearly perfect weather
for an outdoor concert made for a sold-out
event that provided unique and virtually alcohol-free entertainment.
“We exceeded our expectations,” former GPB
chair and concert organizer Mike Boyle (MSB

This April marks the fifth annual National Poetry Month.
Poetry’s popularity appears to be on the rise — “poetry” was
Yahoo’s 8th most popular search item. According to Bill
Wadsworth, executive director of the Academy of American
Poets, “More poetry books are being published,” and “More
readings are taking place.”
There are few better places and times than our nation’s
capitol in spring to cultivate your creative juices. Grab a
moccachino, find a grassy knoll near the cherry blossoms, and
let the verse flow.
If you can’t find your inspiration amidst the wonder of
the outdoors, many local knowledge vendors may be able
to arouse your pad and pen. Our gracious university has
even taken the time to arrange events in light of the
occasion.
Here are some local locales to wet your poetic beaks. It may
not be the “Village,” but it’s something.
The Library of Congress will be the site of “Poetry in America:
A Library of Congress Bicentennial Celebration.” The event
will be held on Monday and Tuesday, April 3 and 4. The Library
of Congress, the Academy of American Poets and the Poetry
Society of America are sponsoring the event. Performers

’00) said, citing both the financial and social

success of the evening. The large number of
ticket sales at the door bode well for GPB, which

has yet to sell over half of the student tickets for
their Widespread Panic show on Saturday,
April 15. What GPB will do with their earnings
has yet to be determined.
The 650-person audience, open to off-cam-

pus fans but comprised of 90 percent
Georgetown students, was all ages and alcohol-free in an effort to create wider social options for a campus under fire for reports of
widespread binge-drinking.
The only aspect marring the evening concerned the issue of security. Several concert-goers voiced complaints about the line
of security guards (comprised of various
members of the organizations sponsoring the
concert) stationed directly in front of the stage.
Many patrons noted that the alcohol ban
placed on ticket-holders didn’t seem to apply to the staffers, who often sported beers
in front of fans. Other attendees reported that
security resorted to threats to keep the fans
in line.

even letting several ambitious Irish dancers jump
onto stage and do their own rendition of the Irish
jig during “The Reels.”
Kirwan and the rest
‘of Black 47 pitched their
new CD, Trouble in the

Land, playing lead
tracks like “Those
Saints,”
“Bobby
Kennedy”
and
“Fallin’ of the Edge of
America.” Apparently
the pitch worked, as
many Hoyas lined up
after the show to buy
CDs.

Black 47 left the stage
after “40 Shades of
but the

“I was told if I didn’t want to get hurt, that I

would have to keep quiet,” one concert-goer
reported after he was accosted by a security
guard while trying to help a body-surfing female fan down.

faithful

knew that they would
be back out. All it took
was a few seconds of
chanting,

“Black

In the end however, the evening ended with

47,”

a raucous cover of Bob Dylan’s “Like a Rolling
Stone” and promises of the band to return next
year. The post-concert line to purchase the
band’s CDs was huge, and the promise of a
yearly Black 47 concert capped off the first big
concert on campus this year.
“It was a rockin’ good Irish show,” Megan
Baird (NUR ’01) said.

and they were back on
stage to perform “Green

Tim LLEWELLYN/T

HE HoyA

RISH LUCK: With good Weather on their side, lead singer Larry Kirwan packed the tent on
lopley Lawn before issuing a political gesture across the pond to N.Y.C. Mayor Guliani.
~\

National Poetry Month
Hits Nation's Capitol

By SarAH WALSH

ladies” in Green Suede Shoes and

Blue,”

Concerns

April Showers
D.C. with Verse

Hoya Starr WRITER

jumping and screaming for more. After the
concert, lead singer Larry Kirwan remarked at
what a great crowd Georgetown was and how
the crowd was so receptive.
This is in part because Kirwan tailored the
show to the Georgetown crowd by including
such phrases as “keep away from those

Suede Shoes” and close
with a rendition of Bob
Dylan’s “Like a Rolling
Stone,” which seemed to
have an extra verse that

night.

include Poet Laureate Robert Pinsky, Rita Dove, Louise Gliick,

W.S. Merwin, Joshua Weiner and Naomi Shihab Nye. All
events are free and open to the public. The Library of Congress
is located at 101 Independence Avenue, SE. For more information, call 707.5000.
Sandra

Cisneros,

author

of the

acclaimed

The

House

on

Mango Street, will exhibit her Mexican-American-inspired
poetry at the Elizabethan Theater. 7ime regards Cisneros as
having “a unique feminist voice” that is “frank” and “audacious.” The performance is slated for Friday, April 7 at 8
p.m. The Folger Elizabethan Theater is located at 212
East Capitol Street, NE. For tickets or more information, .
call 544.7077.
Barnes and Noble Booksellers’ events include: an open mike
poetry night on April 4, readings by renowned poet Ally Acker
on April 19, and a collage of women’s poetry called ‘collective :
voices” on April 25.
Barnes and Noble Booksellers aré
located at 3040 M Street, NW. For more information, call
965.9880.
As a part of the Lannan Poetry Series at Georgetown Univer-

sity, in collaboration with Folger Shakespeare Library, Caribbean poet Nathaniel Mackey has been invited to display his
work. The subject of the performance is “Poetic Ancestors.”
For more information, contact the English department at
687.7435.
If you’re interested in purchasing some poetry, our own GU
Bookstore will have a special display. If you want it cheaper,
head over to Olsson’s Books and Records at 1239 Wisconsin
Avenue for their month long sale. For more information call
your friendly campus bookstore at 687.7482 or Olsson’s
Books and Records at 338.9544.

STEERER
WHERE'S SEAN-O-

ERR
BOOK REVIEWS

On the Edge:
Keeping Up
With Jones

Walking
The Walk
Where's Sean-0?

By KAREN TRAVERS
Hoya Starr WRITER

Months since I last read a Bridget Jones book — .
eight (n.g. — not good); Moments spent holding
breath while waiting til The Edge of Reason hit the
stacks — infinite (GAAH!); Sigh of relief when
sequel was finished — gigantic.
La, la, la— Bridget is back (v.g!).
For all Bridget Jones fiends out there — pardon
the lame pun, but you can stop jonesing. The latest
addition to everyone’s favorite singleton’s diary,
currently out on shelves and making a splash across
the country, is holding steady at No. 8 onThe New
York Times Bestseller List.

THE MIGHTY PEN: Loung Ung signs books at the Georgetown Bookstore.

Survivor of Khmer Rouge Terror

Releases Stirring Autobiography
By Kevin Joyce
Hoya Starr WRITER
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When Loung Ung signed copies of her
book in the university bookstore Wednesday night, a near miracle became apparent.
The book itself bore testimony: First They
Killed My Father: A Daughter of Cambodia Remembers ($23, Harper Collins) describes Ung’s unlikely survival of the Khmer
Rouge’s mass killings. She not only survived, she has courageously delved into
that horrifying past to produce a valuable
and haunting account of humanity at its
most depraved.
Ung, who was only 5 years old when the
Pol Pot’s
Khmer Rouge assumed power

and began hunting down internal resistance. Targets included Ung’s father, who
had connections with the Lon Nol’s old

regime. Soon after her father’s murder her
family disintegrates; it disbands to avoid
detection, and the 7-year-old Loung Ung
sets out alone on the Cambodian countryside with her mother’s instructions to go
“to the east. Walk until you come to a
work camp.”
Surprisingly, the tale is told in the first
person,

despite the author’s

young

age at

the time. Though Ung is by now well versed
in the history and politics surrounding childhood, she consciously decided to avoid
burdening her initial experience with intellectual hindsight.
“There’s a protection writing in the past

tense, writing in the present tense you don’t
have that protection. You have to really see
it, you have to really say it. You can’t go into
that intellectual process of your mind and
See CAMBODIA ». 3G

In her sequel to her best-selling novel, “Bridget
Jones’ Diary,” British author Helen Fielding has the
same sparkling wit and charm that brought so much
success to her first novel.

The Edge of Reason picks up right where we last
left Bridget — at the beginning of a new romance
with the hottie Mr. Mark Darcy and still stuck in a job
that makes her miserable. All the characters that you
loved in the first book are back — Jude, Shazzer, Tom

and Bridget’s eccentric parents.
Bridget is with Mark Darcy (v.v.g.), and things are
going well for her — so well, that any faithful reader
will know that it is all going to fall apart very soon for
her. It has to. It’s inevitable. Hapless Bridget just
could not seem to get it right in the first book, and

that is why women in Britain, America and all over
the world fell head over heels for her.
But in the sequel, I was rooting for her. I loved the
comic antics, from her mother taking a holiday in
Africa and coming back with a tribesman to her
muddled interview with British actor Colin Firth to
her self-help-book-influenced way of handling her
relationship with Mark Darcy. All of it is funny but
there comes a point where enough is enough —
Bridget has to win!
For me, that point of the novel comes when
See REASON r. 3G

AS PRICES ARE THROUGH THE ROOF. I
sually get gas at a Merit station in
Arlington — my truck, BART, re- quires no more than the closest thing to

water — where the price for unleaded was
$1.51 per gallon on Wednesday.
So I’ve economized, especially on my
leisure driving. Of course I’d love to take
another stroll through! the Second Bull
Run Civil War battlefield (wouldn’t we
all?) and see where Stonewall Jackson

surprised General Alexander Pope to help
the Confederates to a rout. But driving 27
miles to take a walk is quite silly, especially
when you live where we do, one of the most
pastoral urban areas in the country.
Few cities offer as much of a backwoods
setting in its backyard as Washington,
D.C., does. Right near Georgetown there
are a great deal of walking trails, some
wooded,

some

suburban,

some

urban.

Theodore Roosevelt Island is one of the
unknown gems of the city, offering a number of dirt trails and a monument to the 26th
president. The Mount Vernon Trail takes
you 14 miles from Rosslyn to George
Washington’s homestead,
pro
stunning view of the Potomac River. Take

that trail the other way from Rosslyn and
you’ll eventually find quaint suburban
parks. On this side of the river there’s the
C&O Canal Tow Path and the Capital Crescent trail, which runs parallel to the canal
for a while before jutting off towards
See SEAN-O, r. 6G
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Lessons in Life, War
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Wrestlemania Mania

camEoDIA, FROM P. 1G
do the politico and do the
philisophico. You can’t hide in
that. And as adults we always

STLEMANIA 2000 — WILL IT LIVE UP TO

the hype?
Can the event, which has been built

up for weeks on RAW and Smackdown, actually
pull off stunts and matches that will top anything that has been done in the past in that
venerable ring?
The WWE prides itself on never looking
back — each week, the stories build and gain

‘have a tendency to do that. I
‘wanted [the readers] to be there.
“And I didn’t want them to have the
protection

because

I didn’t have

joe protection.”
~The result is a wide-eyed, honlst account, largely free of judgeent, a poignant version of hison that, despite Ung’s own reservations

about

the

more momentum.
And this weekend, the momentum has to end
up somewhere.

comparison,

has been likened to Anne Frank’s
i

. It is an odd

way

to com-

om pemorate the 25th anniversary of

‘the Khmer Rouge’s ascendance.
Stylistically, each sentence stays
Si ple and each profoundly horrifyng thought or event is parceled out

nto child-size descriptions. But the
simplicity is not diminishing; rather
PHOTO COURTESY HARPER COLLINS
Beucgniffos
t
the immensity of her
REFUGEES: Loung (center) holds an I.D. sign at a Tha
or and lays bare the emotional
refugee camp.
fm
“complexity of her youth.
© Easy to read and impossible
ito shrug off, the appeal of First They Killed
Ung explained, “People who went through

iy Father extends beyond history buffs to

those interested in the
experience, physically,

extremes
mentally

so

tionally. It is a story of loss, family, survival
‘and hope that ultimately does

much

trauma,

their

minds

are just

like

yours. The human mind is basically the same
thing. You think to yourself, ‘IfI am so
hungry ... I might eat human flesh. The only
difference between what you can imagine
and [what] we can imagine is that we had to

of human
and emo-

not reside on

scarred Cambodian landscape but in the
omfortable corners of every human mind.

do it.”

Reasonable Sequel

ASON, From p. 1G

touch and somewhat annoying as she ignores the
reality of her situation and instead focuses on how
thin she will be if and when she ever is released.
What was cute and endearing in the first diary
is overdone in the second. Fielding takes all of the
charm and humor of Bridget and raises it to an

dget and Shazzer take holiday in Thailand.
trip starts out well, with Shazzer meeting a
, darkand handsome mysterious strange and
Bridget rediscovering her inner beauty with the
: help of some “magic mushrooms.” But things
¢ a nasty turn for the worse — worse than

extraneous level, and the end result is that Bridget

‘mything Bridget had experienced with Mark
arcy, Richard Finch (her tyrannical boss at
rk) and all over England combined.
The unfortunate victim of a drug smuggling scheme
hazzer’s new shag friend, Bridget ends up being

seems too loopy to be believable.
For fans of Bridget Jones, the novel will quench
an appetite for more Bridget antics. But it almost
seems as if Fielding, in an attempt to satisfy her
readers, rushed too quickly to get this one out and
just recreated the first diary but embellished the
storyline. Bridget fans deserve more than this.

‘thrown into prison in Thailand, awaiting charges on

‘possession of cocaine in her bag in the airport. Bridget
uly hits her breaking point, but the scenes in the Thai
‘prison are so completely implausible that they really
‘take away from the rest of the book. ©

The. whole novel is not a loss, however. There

are quirky moments that made me laugh out loud
(which was especially comical because I was
reading the book on a plane from Paris to Dublin
— I must have looked completely crazy). I was
happy to see Mark Darcy still in the picture the
whole novel, though at times, not as Bridget or I
may have liked.
The Edge of Reason is a good novel and an
enjoyable read. But as a sequel, it does not hold
a candle to the original.

© Bridget is an idealistic, whimsical single woman
who often borders on neurotic, but in the prison,

character becomes completely unrealistic.
| Given her situation — drug charges, foreign jail,
“advances by other women prisoners, etc. — the
ict that she is not eating and therefore losing
ight should be the furthest thing from her mind.
Fielding makes Bridget seem completely out of

There’s the McMahon family saga, designed
to insert some sort of human interest plot to the
WWE. Females watch for the interpersonal
relationships. What will Stephanie do to her
mother tonight? Will Shane pull off any more
doofus stunts that end up with him getting the
crap beaten out of him by his own father,
Vince? It’s a prime time soap opera that men
can enjoy.
A McMahon in every corner; which one
will emerge victorious?

will and marry his arch-nemesis, only to slap her
mother across the face on national television.
A match made for UPN.
Shane and the Big Show are both hapless
doofs who just don’t have what it takes to reach
the top. They carry a lot of weight around the
WWF, but they just aren’t as ruthless as
Stephanie and Triple H, not as savvy as Vince
and The Rock and certainly don’t have the
heart of Linda and Mick Foley who put their
lives in the WWE. They are two big guys, not
cut, who are just lucky to have gotten this far.
Vince and The Rock are the cash cows of the
WWE. People come out in droves to see The
People’s Eyebrow and the boss that everyone
loves to hate. Both are larger than life — The

G.L.O.W.
B
CARLY MINNER

AND

Bizarre Love Triangle

KAREN

It’s the four-way elimination match with the
WWE title on the line.
In a match that developed only in the last two
weeks, the main event at Wrestlemania has
taken on a whole new look. Mon., March 20,

marked

the return of WWF

McMahon,

owner

Vince

after his stunning cameo on Satur-

day Night Live two nights before. McMahon,
in an unlikely turn of events, threw his support
towards The Rock, the People’s Champion.
The biggest shock of all was the appearance by
matriarch Linda McMahon, who appeared in
the waning moments of RAW, just in time to
announce that she was changing the title match
at Wrestlemania. Mankind (a.k.a. ‘Mick Foley”)
was going to get the chance to live out his dream
of competing forthe W WF title at Wrestlemania,
in the main event.
Suddenly, Dynasty meets Demolition Derby.
With the main event in 4 tailspin and the title
match between Big Show and Triple H in jeopardy, leave it to the McMahons to spice up the
action. Shane jumped into the Big Show’s arms
as quickly as you could say “Let’s Play the
Feud!”
Each McMahon had his man for the event:
Steph and Triple H; Shane and the Big Show;
Vince and The Rock, and Linda and Mankind.

Each pair is perfect: Steph and Triple H are
both immoral, unprincipled and totally degenerate. They’re so evil, so wrong, so the antithesis of good that it’s almost comical. What
would they stop at? What is beneath this pair?
Triple H drugs Stephanie, marries her in a Vegas
chapel — all in an attempt to get back at her
father. But could he find a better man anywhere? A girl who would go against her father’s

TRAVERS

the upcoming weeks in the WWF.
1. Status Quo — Triple H retains the title.
Through some sort of underhanded plot twists,
Stephanie is able to orchestrate the event and
guarantee her husband’s victory. The
McMahon-Helmsley era, of dastardly deeds
and plots continues. The ratings have never
been better and the WWF popularity continues to soar. If it ain’t broke, then don’t fix it. If

Triple H keeps the title, then he may face a
challenge from Chris Jericho, who is seeing his
star rise every week. We expect more from the
WWE. We haven’t been let down yet, and we
don’t think this will happen now. A JerichoTriple H plot is not exciting enough for fans
right now, but with Stephanie in his corner,
anything can happen for Triple H.
2. Blaze of Glory — Mankind wins! Mankind wins! Mick Foley is the inspiration choice
to win the title in what he has called his dream
match. Thanks to a fairy godmother in the
form of Linda McMahon, Foley has won his
chance to head to the ball. Both the WWF and
Foley are claiming that this is simply a onetime occurrence for him to compete in the main
event, in order to fufill his life-long dream. This
could signal the beginning of the end for
Foley, with a trimmed down schedule or even

Rock in the ring, Vince behind the scenes. Give

a flat-out retirement, with ‘the belt securely in

credit where credit is due; it is because of these

hand. Who takes over the title then? Some
rumors that are floating around suggest some
sort of March Madness-esque bracket of 30
men, possibly to culminate with a champion at
WWF Backlash at MCI Center, April 30.
3. The People’s Triumph — The most electrifying man in sports entertainment is the man
destined to lead the WWF into the millennium.
After being titleist for a year and being denied
time and time again, it seems inevitable that the
crowd-favorite, baby-faced, snotting, snorting Brahma Bull will give his fans what they
want and leave with the title. It’s The Rock’s
time. The thing that is working against Rocky
is his supposed plan to begin filming The
Mummy 2 in Great Britain in May and June,
hampering his ability to reign as WWE champion. Some speculate that the Undertaker will
be making a return trip to put The Rock out of
commission for awhile and let The Rock be free
to film his movie. Everyone wins. The people
get their champion, The Rock gets his belt and
Vince McMahon’s stock shoots up the charts
on the New York Stock Exchange on Monday
morning.
PARENTAL ADVISORY: WWEF’s parental
advisory ratings, which were originally TV-G
for general, have been upgraded, or downgraded if you are of the opinion that this is low

two men that
Linda and
against mom
put their heart

the WWF is where it is today.
Mankind — how can you root
and Mick Foley? They both have
and soul into the WWF. As CFO,

Linda seems to be the brains behind this show,

providing stability and reason within her often
volatile family. Mick Foley’s 15-year career
speaks volumes for itself and he is the guy that
everyone in the crowd loves to see win. How
can you not love a man who wears old
sweatpants and high top sneakers when those
around him prance around greased up in bikini
briefs? And you’ve gotta love the Chef
Boyardee beef raviolis ...

Predictions

and

Previews

So you ask what is going to happen? Yeah, we
know. We know exactly what is going to happen.
That’s why we went MIA and AWOL

last week

in order to go undercover and give you the indepth preview for Wrestlemania 2000.
Who is going to win? Oh, you didn’t think we
were actually going to reveal that did you?
What we can do is let you in on who is NOT
going to win. Starting with ...
The Big Show. Nope, he’s not going to do it.
It is just not his year. He has not garnered the
critical acclaim that is necessary to win the title.
He’s not at the same level, he’s not up to par.
The Big Show is not ready to lead the league yet.
Now it gets a little complicated. We'll give
you three scenarios of what could happen in

culture, to a TV-M rating, for mature audiences.

If this ratings sticks, the WWF would be receiving the highest cautionary rating possible,
putting it in the same category as Loveline and
HBO’s Real Sex.
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This mullet pelt
y was

captured

the Black 47 concert

held

on

NORTH

Copley Lawn last
Friday. It glowed
in the light and
flowed like tropical water

The mullet.

London.........5372

Paris............5422

Madrid.........5522
Amsterdam...$472
All fares are round-trip. Tax not incllided.
Some restrictions apply.
|

Special Student Airfares
Eurail Passes |

Beds on a Budge
Adventure Holidays

StudentIDs |

(202)887-0912

2401 Penn Ave., Suite G

ELLY TRAVEL]
WE'VE BEEN THERE.

www.statravel.

com

A good name for a Web site would be
charltonhestonistryingtokillme.com.
Earth tones don’t suit you. Hell,
clothes don’t suit you. Gemini colleague may tell you you’re not supposed to come to class naked, but he/

Hoya GuiDE

To the Stars

she is a moron.

cascad-

ing off igneous
cliffs. How long in
the back? How
short
on top?
How? Why?

—~e

door and cleverly disguise it with a throw rug to trap him
when he comes gunning for you. If Taurus chum falls in the
trap, leave him or her there to die; it serves ’em right.

MATT

at

|

Like Japan under the “daimyo” feudal lords, your weekend will be a
mess until Tokugawa, first shogun
of Japan, also known as “Barbarian-Subduing Generalissimo,” appears and waves his sword around
and yells some stuff and sets up local laws and taxes.
Magical Scorpio badger will appear to you after several
hours at The Tombs; rub his head and pat his tummy
at the same time, and he’ll grant your wishes, but only
if they’re things that a badger can reasonably do.
Cycle high; your hair will grow like
a fungus in the next few days. Keep
your axe at hand just in case the
elves come back and try to gnaw
your foot off again. Dress up as
“Tokugawa” and wave a sword
around if you want to give a Sagittarius idiot a thrill.
Television, that fickle whore,

will

betray you; if it hasn’t yet, maybe
you should take the preventative.
measure of defenestrating your set
now unless you want your heart

broken. Either that or pay for cable.
Hunger strikes don’t have the same
effect when the public finds out
you’re capable of photosynthesis. Angry mobs out to lynch you
for bedding the mayor’s daughter
are best warded off with several
buddies and a lot more ammo than you’ve got. Better
hope that horse is faster than it looks. Cancer pal does
not play no blues, he/she plays rock and roll.
Elephant dung on a portrait of the
Virgin Mary is art, but your own
poo smeared on the elevator wall,
even in a “harlequin” pattern rife
with allusions, is just gross. Maybe
there’s something to that rumor
that absinthe drives you crazy after all. Set Virgo buddy straight on what kind of music
you play: Polka!
Aquarius: Charlton Heston is out
to get you. Why do you think he
spoke here this week? And you
know he’s heavily armed. Not a
bad idea to dig a pit in front of your

“This class makes me want to smoke
crack” should not be taken literally.
Spike-soled boots are really only necessary for mountain climbing and are
definitely inappropriate for step dancing.

Flamethrowers,

meanwhile,

are

de riguer among the fake Irish set.

Two New
Pirate Jokes
Discovered

“Step dancing” should not be taken
literally. Crack is only really necessary for mountain climbing and is
definitely inappropriate forthe Irish.

Off Costa
Bravo

Spike-soled boots, meanwhile, are de

riguer among the flamethrower set.
Like a Hieronymus Bosch painting,
your life is populated by weird little
monsters hiding behind trees or poking their heads out from under
bedcovers.
So
don’t
worry:
Hieronymus saw them too. Nice young
men in clean white coats are coming to take you to the funny
farm, where life is beautiful all the time.

Parchment Map
Indicates

Lode’ of Your Mom
Jokes in West Indes

Like a Barnett Newman painting, your

By Kevin Joyce

life is almost entirely monochromatic,

Hoya Starr WRITER

looks like a child could produce it and
has a hifalutin title. Vitamin C is easily
destroyed by storing, preparing and
cooking fresh foods. Your evil brother

is on the phone.
Scorpio: If an event is black tie optional it means that you can attend it
wearing nothing but a black tie if you

want. Plain old “black tie” means that
if you showing up wearing anything
besides a black tie they kick you out.
Libra individual thinks you smell funny, but it’s not you, it’s
the elephant dung art in your backpack.

‘Mother

The world will soon thrill to the
utterance of the two brand new
pirate jokes discovered on the southern tip of Costa Bravo yesterday.
The jokes, as translated from Aramaic, take on a “question and answer” format common of the pirate
epoch. The jokes are roughly as
follows:
Q: What is pirates’ favorite pronoun?
A: Ayyy!!!
and
Q: How much did the pirate pay
for his piercings?

Sheis iin

— or

— Sincerely, Kevin and
687-3415, Leavey 421,

A: A buck an ear!

N.B.: Buccaneer is a synonym for
pirate.
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CHART WATCH.

CONCERT

Duking It Out: A Battle of Two Bands

LISTINGS

Beta Band's Latest Discs Knock Day Ones Ordinary Man out of the Ring

Mount Vernon Ave.,

Alexandria, Va. 703.549.7500

Friday, Ty Herndon
Saturday, Billy Price Band
Monday, Terry Callier

BLACK

CAT

1831 14th St. NW. 202.667.7960
Friday, Phobes, Fee Foe V,

Selzers
Saturday, Faraquet, Boom,

pitting Day One’s new album,
Ordinary Man, against my entire library of the Beta Band’s records, that
is, its two albums, The Beta Band and

The Three E.P.s. These three discs
are going to do battle because the
sounds of the two bands are pretty
similar. This is going to be a rumble to
decide who best deserves credit for
their sound and who’s just a cheapo knockoff. You ready? ’Cuz this is
going to be good ...
I’m not going to bother with the
“In’ this corner ...” rigmarole. I'll
just tell you about the bands without all
the Michael Buffer pomp and circumstance. Both Day One and the Beta Band
hail from the United Kingdom. Day One
has two

Pines of Nowhere

measly

core members,

whereas

the Beta Band counts four heads among
its ranks.

Sunday, Pavo, Flicks

Monday, Atom & His Package,
Sean Na Na, Holy
Childhood

.

Tuesday, Tony Allen &

Afrobeat 2000

And

so, in my

room, there is

clearly no hometown advantage, but the
collective weight advantage has to go to
the Beta Band.
All right, the fight’s gonna go down like
this: Day One plays its entire debut album;
I judge it. Then comes the Beta Band; it’ll

play its 1997-1998 stuff, which has been
collected on The Three E.P.s, first, and it

Wednesday, Baby Ray,
Asking Elijah
Thursday, A la Carte Brass &
Percussion, 3LG, Origem,

Peter Fraize Quintet
Friday, April 7, Grand National,
Chiaroscuro, Cry Baby Cry
Saturday, April 8, Dirty Three,
Storm and Stress, Shannon

Wright

BLUES

mixes it all-together so well —
especially on The Three E.P.s
— that the hybridized music
really comes off as a style unique
to the Beta Band.
On the first album, they like the
long-winded songs, gradually
layering
soundscape
atop
soundscape, often utilizing the
vocals as an instrument, laying
down lyrics that become mantra-

duke it out to win my favor. I’m

BIRCHMERE
3701

HIS WEEK: I’M HAVING TWO BANDS

ALLEY

1073 Wisconsin Ave. NW,

follow up with its self-titled 1999 debut
full-length. In the end I'll decide who is
better and tell you why. Here we go.
Day One: Phelim Byrne (vocals) and
Donni Hardwidge (a multitude of instruments). A couple of knob-tweakers they
are: lots of guitar and drum loops. with
various

errant

noise

thrown

in. At first

listen, the music is pretty annoying, and
with further listening, not much improves.
Critics seem to believe that the band bridges
the gap between indie rock and hip-hop,
and it backs this claim up by noting that
Mario Caldato, Jr., of Beastie Boys fame,

helped with the production of some of the
tracks. That’s crap, I tell you. Breakbeats
may constitute an element of hip-hop, but
I don’t think hip-hop would want to be
associated with Day One.
Byrne has an annoyingly tinny. and

like.

heartless delivery.

He honestly

sounds

like an audio-stand-in, like he’s filling in

right now for the lead singer who stepped
out for a bit. And his uncompelling lyrics
don’t provide much help. Dig “Walk Now,
Talk Now”: “So it’s me and this stranger/
both trying to find a way home/waiting for
a bus/that was never gonna come/So I
said, ‘You have a good night’/trying to
make some discussion/The man said,
‘What’s your problem?’/I said, ‘Noth-

ing’/Cuz I’m just walking now/talking now/
and living now.” Blecch.
And the production, while crisp and
clear, is equally without heart and real
innovation. All in all, Ordinary Man is
about as ordinary and boring as you can

get. Aptly titled, boys.
Moving on to the champions-by-default, the Beta Band is a refreshingly
inventive group, and it comes out especially rosy when situated next to a stinker
like Ordinary Man. Whereas Day One is
elementary and, frankly, stupid, the Beta
Band

is eloquent.

On

The

Three

E.P.s,

the chaps offer up intelligent and moving music. It, as well, draws on elements

of ‘hip-hop (but to a lesser extent; incidentally, they actually rap well), as well
as all sorts of other genres like psychedelic rock, reggae and blues. On the selftitled album, the hip-hop mentality of
demented samples is in full effect. But
overall, there is definitely a sense of the
rock foundation. And the thing is, it

With

The

Beta

Band,

the

guys move away from traditional
songs and delve further into the
world of experimentation. There
is a good deal more whimsy to be
found on this second album. On “The Beta
Band Rap,” the whole band sings “We’re
the Beta Band and we’re nice and clean/
We’re always polite, and we’re hardly ever
mean/Times have changed; we used to be
smelly/We lived in a squat °til a punk nicked
our telly.”
But then on the very next song, you
got lead singer Stephen Mason crooning
ominously, “Who’s going to shake the
corners of my mind today/What’s in those
dusty rooms I fear for in every way.” This
harkens back to the E.P. days, wherein
the tone was slightly more serious. Nevertheless, another curveball is thrown on

“The Hard One,” which samples lyrics
from — of all places — Bonnie Tyler’s
“Total Eclipse Of The Heart,” presenting
the band in a whole new light. It’s great
because with the Beta Band you never
get anything you’d expect. Its instrumentation is by far much more eclectic
and free-form than that of Day One, and

TOP

Billboard Magazine, April 1, 2000
1 . Santana:
2 . Sisqo:

Supernatural

Unleash The Dragon

3 . Dr. Dre: Dr. Dre — 2001
4 . Macy Gray: On How Life Is
5. Bone Thugs-N-Harmony:

BTNHResurrection

6. Black Rob: Life Story

7. Destinys Child: The Writing's On The Wall
8. Kid Rock: Devil Without A Cause
9, George

Strait: Latest Greatest Swattest Hits

10. Christina Aguilera: Christina Aguilera

TOP

10 SINGLES

Billboard Magazine, April 1, 2000
1. Say My Name, Destiny’s Child

a

2. Maria Maria, Santana featuring The Product G&B
3. Breathe,

Faith Hill

4. Amazed,

Lonestar

he

:

5. Bye Bye Bye, ‘N Sync

6. Show Me The Meaning Of Being Fouials Backstreet Boys
7. Get It On Tonite, Montell Jordan
8. Smooth, Santana featuring Rob Thomas
9.7) hat’s The Way It Is, Celine Dion
10. Thong Song, Sisqo

that, as well, makes it more interesting to

listen to. Whereas Day One so often
becomes background noise, the Beta
Band is an experience.
This wasn’t even a fight, man. Day One
came out with its gloves down and chin
out. The ref had to call the fight on account of the fact that Day One sucked too
much. Sorry for making you all come out,
folks. The Beta Band gets to retain possession of the belt: Champions of the
F’ed-up Sound.

10 ALBUMS

THIS

DATE

IN 1990

Billboard Magazine, March 31, 1990

nner”
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1. Paula Abdul: Forever Your Girl

a Br

2. Janet Jackson: Janet Jackson's Rhythm Nation 1814

SPECIAL

3. Bonnie Raitt: Nick Of Time

The
ify,
focus

4. Michael Bolton: Soul Provider
5. Phil Collins: ... But Seriously

small

Rear.202.337.4141

6. Alannah Myles: Alannah Myles

Friday-Sunday, McCoy Tyner Trio

7. The B-52’s: Cosmic Thing

Tuesday, Joe Byrd, Chuck Redd

8. Linda Ronstadt (Feat. A. Neville): Cry Like A Rainstorm, Nik fflife

Wednesday, Kim Jordan Group

Howl Like

GARAGE

The

Wind

9. Milli Vanilli: Girl You Know It’s True
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10. Aerosmith: Pump
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Roots, Ode to Abbey
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Friday, April 7, Tin Pan Alley
Saturday, April 8, Earth to

omed
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El

fear of commitment,

hating your job, falling in love
and other pop favorites.
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ORGAN

2461 18th St. NW.202.667.5370
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Saturday, Bill “The Sauce
Boss” Wharton & the

']

Ingredients
Menday, One Night Stand
Wednesday, Bob Pirella & Big

“1

Hillbilly Bluegrass
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CAFE

1522 14th St. NW. 202.518.7900
Friday, Super Diamond
Saturday, Mary Lou Lord,

50 th
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Meat Joy, Clark’s Ditch, Sorry

gross.
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About Your Daughter,

ing s

Moodroom
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(Deve

Tuesday, Getaway People
Wednesday,

Ass

high¢

Beaters

Thursday, Ezter Ballant
Friday, April 7, Rev 9, Girls of

Ah, the perks of being financially

Porn, Spine, Stickman

dependent. Unfortunately, these days

Saturday, April 8, Splashdown

won’t last forever. That’s where we

NATION

come in. We're OnCampusRecuiter.com,

1015 Half St. SE. 202.554.1500

and we’re your online connection to
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flight
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Friday, Pilfers, Amazing
cool jobs and internships in what we

Crowns, Home Grown & the

Gadjits

like to call the New Economy. All you

Friday, April 7, James Brown

have to do is register on our web site

9:30 CLUB

We're here to help you face your

Saturday, Matthew Sweet,
Tender Idols
Lucky

Dube,

Third Eye
Saturday, April 8, Rollins
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MOVIE
Cineplex Odeon Uptown
3426 Connecticut Ave.,
202.333. FILM #799

:

Mission to Mars (PG)
Daily 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, (except Sat), 9:30

;
Sneak Preview:
Sat 7:00

Keeping

TIMES!!!

7:00, 9:30 (midnight Fri-Sat)
Mon-Thu 1:35, 4:40, 7:05, 9:20
Romeo Must Die (R)
Fri-Sun (10:40 Sat) 1:00, 4:00,
7:00, 9:50 (12:40 Fri-Sat)
Mon-Thu 1:00, 4:00, 7:00 (except Tue),

NW

Here on Earth (PG13)
Fri-Sun 1:50, 4:45, 7:00 (except Sat),
9:30
Mon-Thu 4:15, 7:20, 9:50
Whatever it Takes (PG13)
Fri-Sun (11:45 Sat-Sun) 2:30, 5:15, 7:45,

9:45 (10:15 Tue)

10:00

;
Cineplex Odeon Foundry
M St. at Thomas Jefferson
202.333. FILM #827

Mon-Thu 5:30, 7:45, 10:00
Erin Brockovich (R)
Fri-Sun 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:30
Mon-Thu 5:00, 7:30, 10:15
Final Destination (R)

the Faith

AMC Union Station 9
50 Massachusetts Ave.,

NE

St.,

NW

703.998.4262

is

-

Mission

[CHICK MAGENTISM: John Cusack peruses zines while scoping for babes in ‘High Fidelity.’

{1

;

:

4 fii
GY

Stale

Sounds

ack

b Cus

®

®

®

mn Hi-Fi

to Mars

Mon-Thu 5:15, 7:45, 10:15
Mission to Mars (PG)
Fri-Sun (11:30 Sat) 2:00, 4:30, 7:15
(except Sat), 9:45
Mon-Thu 5:00, 7:30, 10:15
The Road to El Dorado (R)
Fri-Sun (11:00, 3:00 Sat-Sun) 1:00, 5:00,
7:00, 9:50
Mon-Thu 4:50, 7:00, 9:30
Boys Don’t Cry (R)
Fri-Sun (11:30 Sat), 2:15 (2:30 Sun),
5:15,8:00, 10:30
Mon-Thu 4:45, 7:30, 10:15
The Next Best Thing (PG13)
Fri-Sun 2:00 .
American Beauty (R)
Fri-Sun (11:45 Sat) 2:30, 5:15, 8:00,

(PG)

Cineplex O

7:20, 10:05 (12:35 Fri-Sat)
Mon-Thu 1:30, 4:40, 7:20, 9:50

Cinemas
4000 Wisconsin

Mon-Thu 4:45, 7:15, 9:45

Avenue

Wisconsin

Fri-Sun (11:00 Sat) 1:30, 4:40,

70 THE Hora
wus
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filled relationship. More spedfically, it deals with the ac-
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The Skinny: Cusack stays true fo

|The film centers on Rob Gor-

his 1980s soots a mother |

don

romantic

(John

Cusack),

who

THE

pends much of the film feeling

%

comedy.

GUIDE

«wry for himself, talking to the
(amera,

Jam

or

performing

-

\1
1

ances by Catherine Zeta-

=
|

backs.

perfectly. It seems

|

Rob is a cultural prisoner of the 1980°s. He
|rfuses to acknowledge the advent of the compact disc and surrounds himself with records and

tired of fantasy and decided to make an average
movie about an average person settling for his
average life.

apes. His devotion to music, records in particu-

High Fidelity is not a bad movie. It’s merely

lar, is so strong that he runs his own record shop,
appropriately named Championship Vinyl. This
was fine in Say Anything and tolerable in

average. If you are looking to see a good movie
this week go see Wonder Boys. But if you are still
intrigued by High Fidelity, don’t be too excited.

Grosse Pointe Blank, but it seems plain sad in

Read the book, get the soundtrack or wait until it

the year 2000.

arrives at Kozmo.

that the filmmaker, too, was

9 ®

'

;

Yu

:

a—

:

;

joke?) reveal the survivors are still in danger. The

ar all the wrong reasons. Never has a movie so

plot asserts

mistreated the subject of death and miscalcu-

among the killed, the hand of death will pursue

lated the boundaries of its genre.

that,

since
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W
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50 thoroughly by being both idiotiFinal Destination
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death will not be outdone.
Tue GuiDE GRADE:
:

F

you-HINT-HINT cliché. “You have

Shiver. An airline clerk points out that the Paris

flight time (9:15) match Alex’s birth date (9-15).
Gasp. John Denver’s Rocky Mountain High

plays in the background. Scream. On the plane,

| Alex promptly falls asleep before take off, has a

dream far too gruesome to show, sweats and

short on

entertainment. Madonna's rendition of

||

?

entime

in

what

amounts

to

a fajita

asic

1

love

.

stor

:

ed

i

the law, Nope.

3

.

longed human

his one’s not

s pretty bad. The action never sompses
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quette, fenny McCarthy

with

suffering is never welcome.

out in moments.
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they never take themselves
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Heston

Final

Destination violates the slasher-movie pact, forcing audiences to sit through long blood trails,

muted screams and slow demises.
and not the good kind.

It’s agony —

When Final Destination

{oes extinguish a couple characters abruptly in

| yells his head off and is expelled from the aircraft = front of other people, it makes a point of splatter~ along with five other classmates and a teacher.
ing the victim.

|

Final Destination to this point is just heavyhanded blather and freak show gimmicks. Then,
Alex’s premonition comes to pass and the plane
explodes shortly after takeoff. Fluff becomes
repulsive as it seems that good taste and logic
had seats on the ill-fated flight.

Even more appalling than vivid, methodical,
merciless death on a big screen are the glib
attempts at mourning. Presumably, the dead at
one time meant something to the living. They
were friends and lovers. Yet Alex and the others
gloss over the troubles they’ve seen.
Suffice it to say, Final Destination simply
sucks. There’s no way to sugar-coat this monstrosity. The directing choices are heartless. The
plot is broken. The dialogue is brainless. There is
better acting to be found at kindergarten holiday
plays. Is it possible to overstate the inappropriately vile nature of this flick? NO! Itis beyond

are

redemption. When Final Destination passes from

Fly

;
it
{ff becomes rep ulsive as 7 seems
that good taste and logic had seats
on
TIE
;
: the ill-fated flight.

Thirty- nine students and faculty members

lost in the accident, and of the six people that
Were inadvertently saved by Alex only one says

:

the

ences are accustomed to watching the axe drop
quickly. Victims can be stalked endlessly — that’s
pow suspense is created — but once cornered,
they need to be snuffed

GRADE

INNY: Those that survived the first-C
two

making of Final
Destination
damns their souls.
While a horror

film implies blood,

a wink.

jamin Bratt plays
ge
ove neres. in a movie that is on on let

and

guts and gore, pro-

Once at the airport, Alex begins to get signs
that he may not see another tomorrow. An airport
sign flashes “terminal” in a suggestive manner.

from an unexpected

GRADE

goodnight. It is in
these kill scenes

| ar Whole life ahead of you,” Alex’s
ather says, almost with

:

Pie” does not make this stinker any more enjoyable.

“American

_

:

Ever
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nes.
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nt (Holmes),

Rupert

onna and Everett star in

tween two old friends,

drama, romance
m
| | ee o ous wie o sete sm exvamara aie, soy away roma | Misdomna's
medy.

Madonna,

NNY:

they do not go gen-

Rated: R

:

+

*ASES

Js sehol senor, rearing 01 | ye anny: Van hess deat | {at everyone con
packs his bags, his parents toss evey we-may-never-see-you-againHINT-HINT-because-there-is-acloud-of-doom-hovering-above-

M

wasn’t

start dying,

Starring: Devon Sawa, Ali

Destination

:

<

vengeance. People

With a sappy sequence of openFinal

the

parently, with a

unrelentingly

tially looks like total corn puff. Alex
(Devon Sawa, Casper), a sensitive

AY

;

it started. And, ap- | |

goss. Never see Final Destination.

|

SSE

them to finish what

Never
has a film tortured an audience
and

a

Denver (whose horrid death at sea is a national

Destination is a horror film that pains the senses

(ally flippant

g

thank you. The rest treat him like a pariah; they’ ve
received a second chance at life and are bitter
about it. Although, the guitar plucks of John

Sadistic, ludicrous, crass and abusive, Final

{
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Sweet and Lowdown (PG13)

Daily 1:30, 4:10, 6:50, 9:30

|

Tim

and

Robbins, who plays a
new age guru.
Towards the end of the film, Rob turns to the
audience and says, “I’m tired of fantasy. It never
really delivers.” This line encapsulates the film

6

Daily 1:40, 4:20, 7:00, 9:40

Blvd.,

Va.

703.243.4844

Movie times are Serve

en

anusing Cane
Jones

«asks simultaneously. Rob’s
. | slf-pity begins when Laura (Iben Hjejle), hislivein girlfriend, leaves him. This spawns Rob to
«(revisit his top five loves. This ordeal leads to a
tite trip down memory lane via cheesy flash-

Arlington,

|

|

All About My Mother (R)

British-like humor
The film is helped by

:

The Emperor and the Assassin (NR)

Daily 1:15, 5:00, 8:15

Clarendon

oo

1:10, 4:50, 7:05, 9:10

® | Fri-Sun (11:00 Sat-Sun) 1:15, 4:00,

a

both

fl
I

sng of Sorodons but |
.

B-

Boys Don’t Cry (R)
Daily 2:00, 4:40, 7:20, 10:00

AMC Courthouse 8

Whatever it Takes (PG13)

\

Mon-Tue, Thu 1:00, 3:10, 9:45
My Dog Skip (PG)

5.20,8:05,10:15 (12:20 Fri-Sat)
Mon-Thu

Deferrence '(R)

1

Daily 1:20, 4:00

g

.

Daily 1:50, 4:30, 7:10, 9:50

The Road to El Dorado (PG)

i

I
|

792

202.858.6001

Fri-Sun, Wed 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40

to the customer’s re-

|

|

1350 19th St., NW

Final Destination (R)

3

Wonder Boys (R)
Fri-Sun (11:25 Sat) 2:00; Mon-Thu 1:45

wry,

GRADE:

,

“I Just Called to Say I
love you.” In response

Crisack. also elivets

.

lie. p

i

ioe

Conc

ohn

Starring:

i

Circle

Cineplex Odeon Dupont

.
;
;
Son 80 Must Die ®) :
: Dal y 2:00, 4:40, 6:40,7:20,9:20:00:00

:

10:10

{

(R)

7:10, 8:50, 9:30, 10:10

2h Boy delivers a |]. pri-Sun (11:10 Sat-Sun) 1:10, 3415,

|

bel

Mish Bideity |

Erin Brokovich

Daily 1:10, 2:50, 3:30, 4:10, 5:50, 6:30,

Mon-Thu

song

request for the Stevie Wonder

10:20 (12:50 Fri-Sat)

Fri-Sun 10:15 (12:30 Fri-Sat)

One particularly amusing scene involves a

ficuses on past relationships. But that is only a
small part of the film; the movie isreally aboutone

|

Sneak Preview: Return to Me (PG)

Mon-Thu 1:50, 5:00, 7:40, 10:10
;
2:00
Slo
3 Strikes ®R)

0
Dic
fellow music connoisseurs,
and
Louiso) and Barry (Jack Black) spend their time
bickering like typical music snobs.

| The previews for Stephen Frear’s High Fideliy, mislead audiences into believing that the film

I

Sat 7:00

My Dog Skip (PG)

OR

Se Sonney of Rob’s shop. Bi

|

Keepin the Faith

Sneak Preview:
Sat: 7:15

NW

Ave.,

202.333.FILM #789

Price of Glory (R)

The film’s funniest scenes take place within the

0 ByZAL BATMANGLI

|

10:30

Fri-Sun (11:20 Sat) 1:50, 5:00, 7:40,

id

*

Fri-Sun 2:30, 4:50, 7:30, 9:45
The Talented Mr. Ripley (R)
Daily (1:30 Sat-Sun) 4:45, 8:00
Boiler Room (R)
Tue-Wed 4:15, 7:00; open captioned
The Sixth Sense (PG13)
Daily (1:45 Sat-Sun) 4:25, 7:05, 9:45
The End of the Affair (R)
Daily (2:00 Sat-Sun) 4:40, 7:20, 10:00
Three Kings (R)
Daily Fri 9:55; Mon, Thu 4:15, 6:55,
9:35; Tue-Wed 9:35
Such a Long Journey (NR)
Daily (1:40 Sat-Sun) 4:20, 7:00, 9:40
Judy Berlin (NR)
Daily (1:50 Sat-Sun) 4:30, 7:10, 9:50
The Insider (R)
Daily (1:45 Sat-Sun) , 5:00, 8:15

American Beauty (R)
Fri-Sun (11:05 Sat-Sun) 1:40, 4:30,
7:30, (10:10 Sun), 10:35
Mon-Thu 1:40, 4:30, 7:30, 10:10
Erin Brokovich (R)
Fri-Sun (10:45 Sat-Sun) 1:20, 4:10,
7:10, 10:00
Mon-Thu 1:20, 4:10, 7:10, 10:05
Final Destination (R)
Fri-Sun (11:40 Sat-Sun) 2:10, 4:50,
8:10, 10:30 (12:45 Fri-Sat)
Mon-Thu 2:10, 5:20, 7:45, 10:05
Here on Earth (PG13)
Fri-Sun (11:50 Sat-Sun) 2:20, 5:10,
8:00 (except Sat), 10:25
Mon-Thu 2:20, 5:10, 8:00, 10:15

PHOTO COURTESY BUENA VISTA PICTURES
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movie screens, it will take a seat of shame in the
hottest circle of cinematic Hell.
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CURRENT
Mus EUM

EXHIBITIONS
THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
Twentieth-Century American Art:
Through June 11
East Building

The Ebsworth Collectio

Max Weber's Modern Vision: Selections from the National Gl
Art and Related

BetH McNEILL/
THE Hoya

Collections

Through April 2
West Building
Carleton Watkins:
Through May 7
West Building
Martin

Johnson

:

irl

The Art of Perception

Heade

Through May 7
West Building
“
ByHEe
The National Gallery of Art is located on Constitution Avene, ‘Nj. Brie
ptt
between 3rd and 7th Streets and is open Monday through Saturdy
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission is free. Form
| OV"

| *00) is the winner of the

information, call 202.737.4215.

official Gui Oscar

flock F
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ARTHUR M. SACKLER GALLERY OF ART
Bo
Imaging the World: Selections of Calligraphy from the Islamic World ;7pm 0
Through May 7
qunted
Antoin Sevruguin and the Persian Image
learing
Through May 28
The

Poll. Congrats!

Puja:

Expressions

of Hindu

Devotion

io sti

Through July 4
Dr. Paul Singer Collection of Chinese. Art of the Arthur M. Sackly

1 $10
‘ould

Gallery, Smithsonian Institution
On Display. Indefinitely
:
BetHMcNELL
Taz Hors

GiLLIAN BURGESS/ THE Hoya

Mr. Days,
i TIS LIKE A SCENE FROM SWINGERS. NESTLED IN A DARK
alley, tucked behind a corporate building and
hidden as though it doesn’t exist, Mister Days
Sports Rock Cafe proves that “all the good bars
are hard to find” in Washington, D.C., too.
After traversing nearly all of 19th Street, Mister

“a nice Irish place.”
Though only one of us was clad in a Georgetown
sweatshirt,

it seemed

that we

had “outsider” tat-

tooed on our foreheads as soon as the bouncer
perused our IDs. The place was packed with what
I assumed were George Washington University
students. I had heard it was a GW hangout before
going but never imagined seeing wall-to-wall youngsters on a Tuesday night. College night, I guess.
Televisions playing multiple sports channels may
provide the entertainment on off nights at this joint,
but on this weekday night, college kids came looking
to dance,

UNDER THE TABLE

party and

drink
whatever
the barWitH
tenders
JOE HARTEN
were serving. After
forging
our way
through the packed house, my friends and I chiseled
out a spot at the bar and ordered our first round. To
our delight, a round of four drinks came to less than

$10; college night meant $2 beer specials and a
"pleasantly surprised crew of Hoyas.
When they say “ice cold” at Mister Days, they’re
not messing around. Bud Lights smothered in ice
chips were the first friends we made at this GW hot
spot. Though we went with domestic specials to
keep with the college night atmosphere, Mister
Days’ beer selection could satisfy anyone from
connoisseur to Irish traditionalist. Besides the almost-frozen bottle specials, the friendly bartenders
offered Harp, Guinness, Bass and Hardcore

cider

on tap. They even had bottles of Mike’s Hard
Lemonade,

the juice-like

specialty

that packs

a

‘wallop and keeps beer-haters saucing all night.
While the sports motif may keep interest in
‘Mister Days on off-nights, the dance floor was the
;center of attention on Tuesday. Versions of grind‘ing were on tap all night on the floor, and the music
ikept the whole house energized. With tunes rang{ing from the old school rap classic, “It Takes Two,”
: to the BSB, the mix made the floor the promised land

—

with plenty of angels lurking inside.
College night at Mister Days brought the rock
‘out of sports rock cafe and the drinkers out of my
three friends and me. Just before take-off time hit,
I realized that the sports pages above the urinals
‘in

the

bathrooms

were

about

the

second

best

thing to look at in this joint.
Four gawking Georgetown students left the
119th Street hangout with a new appreciation for
{GW and the desire to return and see more of these
{ friendly college faces. The Swingers scene ended
| with a perfectly timed remark. “This place is dead
anyway.” And we headed home, knowing our
night was money.
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CORCORAN GALLERY OF ART
Annie Leibovitz: Women
Through April 3
Recent Acquisitions of Prints and Drawings at the Corcoran Gallery
of Art
:
Through April 17
2000 BFA Senior Exhi bitions
sug
Through May 15
Ja
The Corcoran Gallery of Art is Yceted at 500 1 7th Street, NViv, and
is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, except on Tuesdays. Extended
hours: Thursday evenings until 9 p.m. The museum is closed
Tuesdays. For more information, ‘call 202.639.1700.

Fun Nights

neighborhood, because he said that it looked like

Japanese

The Arts of China
ie sai
On Display Indefinitely
Tnitiz
Luxury Arts of the Silk Route Empires
he boa
On Display Indefinitely
noblen
Metalwork and Ceramics from Ancient Iran
here |
On Display Indefinitely
Orga
Sculpture of South and Southeast Asia
urganiz
On Display Indefinitely
leased
The Arthur M. Sackler Gallery is located at 1050 Independence lave be
Avenue, SW, and is open from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. every day. Admission ough
is free. For more information, call 202.357.4880.
pe 1%

KICKIN’ IT: Mr. Days Sports Rock Cafe.

Days appeared as a mirage in the midst of a
corporate haven. The approach to the bar, at 1111
19th, resembled the path to Champions’, dodgy
and secluded to say the least. One of my friends
actually suggested heading over to Mackee’s, a
pub that we passed on the walk through the

Contemporary

WPNGYIndefinitely
apa
On Display

stead
jms, ac

NATIONAL MUSEUM
BeTHMcNEL/
THE Hoya

HOLEY ART!: The Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden (above) currently ha s\fwo exhibits: Robert Gober:
Sculpture and Drawing (through April 23) and Directions — Shahzia Sikander{(rough Feb. 23, 2000).

And the Walking Man
Bethesda.

Anyway, with the weather near perfect this week, it
was time for a walk, and Senior Sports Editor Sarah

Walsh and I decided to take a stroll down the C&O Canal
Tow Path. At its beginning in the heart of Georgetown,
the canal is just a part of the urban landscape, but within
a short distance of the Key Bridge, the tow path — in
spite. of the rumble of Canal Road and the George
Washington Parkway across the river — transforms into
the countryside.
The canal was a dream of George Washington to
navigate the unpassable Potomac River all the way to the

Potomac.

As we

/alks

delved

deeper

into the woods,

the

people started to trickle away, and the trail became
less and less trodden. After crossing three creeks
and ducking under some branches, our trail no longer

Ohio River. It came to fruition in the 1820s, but it was

marred by years of terrible working conditions and it never
made it to the Ohio, finally ending near Cumberland; Md.

existed,

It was actually used as a major industrial waterway in this
region until the 1890s, but the rise of the railroad and a
number of costly floods caused the canal’s working

easier than it ‘was.
Finally we got back

trip back home, a" fulfilling adventure that can be

downfall.

continued

and

we

had

to turn

around,

which

OF AFRICAN ART

The Artistry of African Currency
Through July 23
A Concrete Vision: Oshogbo Art in the 1960s
Through’ Oct. 22
Images of Power and Identity
Permanent

Nowadays it is a relic and a walking path, riding
parallel to the beautiful Potomac River region. We didn’t
get as far as some of those places, like Great Falls and
Brunswick, Md., but right here in the District, the tow
path led us on a pretty interesting adventure.
When we got to Fletcher’s Boathouse, a couple of
miles from Georgetown, we jutted off the tow path
into the woods. The old boathouse is now used for
canoe and boat rental, and nearby are picnic tables.
That part of the river is also a hotbed for fishing, and
we saw a good number of people (especially for a
Wednesday afternoon) fishing on the Banks of the

SEAN-O, From p.1

The Art of the Personal Object
Permanent
Ceramics at the National Museum

Gl

of African Art

The Ancient Nubian City of Kerma,
Long-term loan

Or

2500-1500 B.C.

The Ancient West African City of Benin, A.D. 1300-1897

By Li;

Permanent

The National Museum of African Art is located at 950 Independence
Avenue, SW. The museum is open from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily. For
more

information,

HIRSHHORN

call

MUSEUM

202.357.4600.

AND SCULPTURE GARDEN

¢

©

ab

Robert Gober: Sculpture & Drawing
Through April 23
Directions—Shahzia

Sikander

Through Feb. 23
The Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden is located off the Mall
across from the National Museum of Natural History. The museums
open from 10 a.m. until 5: 30 p.m. The plaza is open from 7:30 a.m. untl
5:30 p.m. The sculpture garden is open from 7:30 a.m. until dusk. For
more. information, call 202.357.2700.

sounds

to the tow path and began our

later.

Fifteen Minutes of Fame for Today’s Top 40
HO REMEMBERS BELL Biv DEVOE? WHO
can forget Vanilla Ice? Who, be

sides me, has permanently blocked
the pain of the New Kids on the Block craze
from their memories?
Teen pop-dom hasn’t changed much in the
last decade. The "90s came in with a gaggle of
high-pitched idols, from cutesy New Kids to
the electric-sync

Debbie

Gibson,

icons who

drove straight into our fascinated little hearts.
At 10 years old, I was no exception to the preteen rule — it pains me to say it, but I wanted
Joe Mcintyre in a way only a prepubescent
could understand. And poof-coiffured
(weren’t we all poofed back then?) Tiffany’s
“I Think We’re Alone Now” was the stuff
dancing at sleepovers was made of.
But this brand of bubble gum always pops.
New Kids were old within two years, Ice’s cool
melted in no time, and the teen music fandom
shifted to screen media — Fred Savage, Leo

DiCaprio and
came the Teen
the mid-to-late
We thought
and

babydolls,

Jonathan Taylor Thomas beBop centerfolds for the bulk of
>90s.
we were safe from boybands
but

somehow,

the

Mickey

Mouse Club regained control of the airwaves.
Britney Spears, Cristina Aguilera, the Backstreet
Boys,

'N

Sync,

98°,

Mandy

Moore,

Jessica

Simpson — a bevy of wanna-bes — all clawing
for prime positions on adolescent bunkbeds.
So
how
long
until
they
pop?
In late December

of 1990, the. Los Angeles

Times’ pop music critic, Robert Hilburn, predicted that maybe four
v
of that year’s top-selling singles would be
considered significant a
decade hence. It’s been
almost 10 years, and
though we remember
New Kids onthe Block’s
“Step by Step” and
Paula Abdul’s “Opposites Attract,” only three
of the year’s hit songs
(Phil Collins’

“Love Takes Time”). But when these primitive victories share chart space with vapidity
like “Ice Ice Baby,” and C+C Music Factory’s
“Gonna Make You Sweat,” their artistic value

is lost somewhere in teenybopper idolatry.
My guess is
that

INTERMISSIONS

“Another

Day in Paradise,” Sinead
O’Connor’s

Madonna’s

“Nothing

Compares

2 U,”

and

“Vogue™), with possible mention

of Roxette’s “It Must Have Been Love,” and

Taylor Dayne’s “Love Will Lead You Back,”
are still widely considered triumphs.
Not all the 1990 hits have sunk with their
genre’s ship — the Billboard list had the early
successes

of Janet Jackson’s

career

(“Esca-

pade” and “Black Cat”) and Mariah Carey’s
first frizzy blockbusters (“Vision of Love,”

ous vocal

lessons,

> g
hey. ca
Yet
shows
that cri

in

2010,

today’s 10-yearolds
will
be
shamefully reminiscing
«about
their false-idol
worship the way
we do our “Hanging Tough” gang.
Britney Spears
will
only
be
around
if she
takes some seri-

and the boyband

brigade

will have dissolved into various attempts at
solo careers.
Yet, there’s hope.
One of the former
Mouseketeers has actually shown a formative potential for market-bending. The saucereyed Christina Aguilera just might be the only
one to survive the inevitable teen-pop crash.

until this Genie Barbie stepped onstage dur
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ing the December television special, Christ

| tool fi

mas in Washington. Singing “The Christms
Song,” she displayed not only her prev
ously-masked vocal range but a sultry under
tone — giving her a crossover ability that het
shallow league of musical contemporaries
dearly lack.
She already has three markets comered=
her Barbie-blondness lends easily to pop and
idoldom, her soulful undercurrent gives her

The
Studer

|

R&B versatility Britney Spears couldn’t find
in any Miracle Bra and her Latin background
will help her crossover into music’s latest gold
mine, the Ricky Martin fan base. Her Best NeW
Artist Grammy win was surprising, but grafi:
fying, and has already given her equal footing
with Teen Queen Spears, a dethroning that
once seemed utterly impossible.
Teen bop may fizzle, but it won’t die. In 10
years we’ll be contemplating yet another group
of Mouseketeer graduates with fresh:
scrubbed babyfaces, bare midriffs and, possi:

bly, vocal talent (which will be hiding undef
bad writing), deciding which will be popular
after puberty.

Yes, I too was under the suspicion that she

was just a flash-in-the-pan “me too” artist,

Melissa Anelli-is a junior in the Coliers
Ot

Ayo

pod

